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HE , NEWr'!,5

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
VOLUME SEVENTEEN

FULTON, KENTUCKY,

Good News for Farmers as State
Reports Rural Road Improvements
sum Is Part Of Amount Reconunended To Highway
Department By Fiscal Court In March
reported ui the News on
Minch 26 that approximately $34,- I
000 had been recommended to the ' Fulton ke Mighty Cool;
State Highway Department
for
maintenance and inienovement of Jack Snow is At School
_rural roads. it was revealed today
t at $30,30 of t Iie lecommen eci
The atmosphere at the Fulton Ice
figure would be spent on county
Cotnpany will be even cooler from
rueus.
here on out, for Jack Snow's sunFelton County's rural road pro- ny
disposition is no longer there.
gram was set up at a meeting in
Jack has gone to school and if his
Hicernan. with _Judge Robert:- aria
life's ambition is realized he will
the magistrateS of the four county
be Jack Snow, M7 D. ;About seven
distriets. The program was forwardyears hence.
ed to the State Highway DepartHe left last week-end for Duke
ment on March Re Fulton county's
share .of the $5,000,000 State ap- University to begin the first lap in
propriation liar the improvement of his medical studies. He enrolled at
rural roads will ..be spent building the summer session there.
frogs twelve to fifteen miles of new yearning to study medicine was inroad* and to maintain the existing terrupted by military service In
roilds. The appropriation will be 1943 and kept right on being interrupted until he was discharged
ferthcoming each year.
The new contract as determined froin the Army in July 1947. He
by tee fiscal court calls for the ex- served with combat infantry' troops
peneiture of all of the county'z and spent a year in Tokyo.
Mis wife the former Martha Elmcney for this year.
The new roads will be graded, len Dooley and daughter, Linda
drained and graveled; the existing Carol are remaining in Fulton for
one will be maintained and filled in the present until living quarters
with gravel.
can be found.
The money will be expended as
Members of the Rotary Club and
follews:
the Veterans of Foreign Wars will
C:inton-Moscow road from the miss Jack Snow, but are eagerly asouthwest end and extending west waiting the day when he brings
to a point 1 mile south of the Hick- home the satshel with M. D. on it.
man-Fulton county line 2.2 miles.
(Ed s note. Aren't we all.)
&nicks Switch road from US 125
He is the son of Mrs. Elizabeth
to junction with
Sylvan
Shade Snow.
Schnol road, 0.8 mile.
Beash Church road from the Ds -1
ersburg Road to a point 0.1 mile I
north of Tennessee State Line, 0.7 !
Ab
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Bradley Elected
Election of Rev. Sam Ed Bradley
as superintendent of Spring Meadows was announced this week by
V. V. Cooke, chairman of the
Home's Board of Trustees.
He was elected field superintendent ot Spring Meadows, formerly
the Louisville Baptist Orphans'
Home, in July, 1947, after serving
2 years as pastor of the First Baptist Church. Fulton.

NUMBER TWENTYFIVE

Things Are Different At Rives;
Community Grieved by Wreck

The lazy summer day was almost at an end in the peaceful little.
Tennessee town on the main line of the Illinois Central. Paul Woods,
relief clerk in the depot had just gotten up from his ohair to take a look
Make Room For Them, Casey Jones
outside at the engines switching the box ears, and hard-working J. ee
Moore had his truck parked on the other side of the railroad tracks loads)
An mum is saddened today by the tragic news that
,
ing the last betch of lime for the day.
teas:led us 'like a bombshell on Tuesday that three of our
He paused for a moment to enjoy the inner.satisfaction that comes
friends and neighbors were lost in the train disaster at
with the sound and the sight of a train roaring into the station. What he
saw was not the rythmic whirl ot
Rives, Tennessee.
wheels turning, but a local svvitch
There is little diet we can say here to alleviate the
engine moving from the passing
track
onto the mainline and a fast
died,
men
who
the
homes
of
the
the sorros%eand grief that fills
freight thundering into the Sthin the service of your transportation and- oters. if God could
tion. It was only seconds until the
Illinois Centrat's engine 2351 had
inspire us with the words of comfort to rake their burden
plowed into the rear of the local
inscribe
the
them on
lighter we would spare no effort to
switch causing fire, explosion and
death.
horizon of their memory.
yelled to the men on the loBard, Newton and Douglas cal"Iswitch,"
Here in our little city where the railroad is the mainhe told the News "and
Services
several
Held
of them were able to jump
In
City
stay of our industry, sorrow in the home of any railroader
to safety. The roar of the engines
is sorrow in the heart of all of us. We cannot but feel that in
drowned
When searching crews found ths ers and out my warning to the oththe first thing I knew tank
their deaths our community has lost three men that it loved
badly mangled body of C. Lester cars,
engines and box cars were in
(Peck) Newton the death toll in the a hopeless
and admired, but that for their being here the world was
pile of wreckage."
train disaster at Rives was brought
The clock in the station said it
rnade a better place in which to live. '
ot three.
was 4:15 p. m. "I know that's what
The body was buried under a time it was because I told the colTo the families, and especially to the children of
load of chat sehich is used for rail- ored boys to knock off and asked
W. F. Bard, Tomboy Douglas and Peck Newton we offer up
road bed ballast. It was dug out them .the time of the day,"
Mr.
from beneath the car by Gus B. Moore related. "It was 4:22 when I
a silent prayer in unison that God will watch over them and
White Jr., of White-Ramson Fu- crawled beneath the belly of the
that theirs will be a happy reunion on that train of eternity.
neral Home. B. Autry of Rives and cars in the rear of the train and
David Capps, Union City corres- found "Tomboy" Douglas sprawlei
Only in quoting a passage from the French poet
pondent for The Commercial Ap- on the ground on the east side of
Larnartine can we best tell the bereaved now keenly' we feel
peal.
his engine cab," he continued as
their loss:
It was believed that Mr. Newton perhaps one of the very few eyewas
pinned
witnesses
beneath
to the tragedy.
his
cab
or
'Un"Grief knits two hearts in closer bonds than hapder a derailed carload of lumber.
"There were others on the ground
piness ever ean; common sufferings are far stronger links
Services for Mr. Newton were too. Billy Stephenson, W. C. Leak,
held Thursday afternoon at the and W. F. Bard were lying there
than common joys."
Hornbeak
Funeral Home here.
and we picked .up Mr. Bard with
Floating Bridge Road from Ky.
Mr. Newton leaves his wife; his his clothes burning and brought him
all thence to a road running northparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Newton, into the station. We tore his clothes
%vest into Ledford, 1 mile.
of Fulton Route 1; a daughter Mary off and with the others was taken
Levee Road from TennessZe. State
Virginia 3, and a brother Harold to Union City for clinical treatment."
Line to Junction with Sassafras
Newton of Fulton. He was a mem- They were ,shortly removed to the
Ridre Road. 5.4 miles. •
ber Of the Methodist Church.
IC hospital in Paducah where Mr,
Welker Road froneKY. 166 thence
south to junction with KY. 116. 1
Condition of elr. and Mrs. Be.
Services for H. T. (Tomboy) Bard suscumbed to his injuries at
mile.
Browning who v:ere seriously Ir.
Dbuglas were conducted on Thurs- 4 o'clock Wednesday morning.
It wasn't long before it was reelcClellen road from Albert Rop- jured in an automobile accidere
day morning at 10 o'clock at the
er Road to lunction -with Roper near Reelexe Lake last Suncee.
First Methodist church. The serv- vealed that the little station-house
School road 1 mile.
was described as "good" by Ie
•
ices avere eonducted by the Rev. had been knocked back off its
F.ceville road from US 51 near Ward Bushart of the Fulton Hte
W. E Mischke. Burial under the di- foundation snore than a foot, the
tracks were
Fulton and extending 1.5 miles.
peal. The eondition of Mr. and hlo
(First in a series)
first duty is tO the people of the rection of Whitnel-Hornbeak Fu- were huge twisted and all around
:Maintenance:
piles ofe wreckage that
Ernest Fall Jr., who were painWith Vie AL.gust primaries near-'First District .who sent me here to neral Home was in Fairview ceme• gave out with
Crutehers Road from KY. 94 to fully, hut not. scriouslee injured in , orogeo...erepeles.
flames and smoke
tery.
ewer.,
wiaen
;,4aevOWINIF,At
the
wet.'
their
interests.''
of
illog
the south bank of Bayou de Chien Olie same accident Is such that they
Mr. Dwight/a -began work for thk talk(' promises of imminent
wilTrefletbetnine • TO7W,Ite Si.id tr,:i...tse Would return home
Creek 1.6 miles.
will be able to leave the hospital 'shall represent them di the Nation's' as soon after the closing
ht"
hi
,Id.
date as Illinois Centre] Railroad on October Pk'si°r".1.
ton, and the scorched visa oi a
Alt. Carmel-Crutchfield road from possittly the early part of next 'Conerest,
little interest is being rossible which has been tentative- 13, 1908, and, alias an engineer on workmen's
(Continued on page 12) /
cap
that
told
a
story
all
weekeDr. &shaft said.
the
run from Fulton to Memphis
manifest in the elections so far as .13- set as June 19.
its own. It was a ghastly sight that
' The accident occurred while the the News was able to determine in
Meanv.hile Mr. Gordon and Mr. until the time of his death. He was greeted the hundreds
of curious who
two couples were driving out - of an early campaign survey.
Bell are busily eontacting veters a Mason and a member of the drove to the scene over
fast highMethodist church and took gre.et
To Direct Show
Tiptonville in the Plymouth ca.For the post of Congeessman from ' in the area with the following interest in all civic affairs.
ways
and
dusty
roads
to get their
driven by Mr. Fall. Apparently be- the First District two men have platforms!
first
view
of
a
Rives
sight
...
which
He
leaves
one daughter, Mrs. E.E.
coming out of control the car went formally announced. .They are: El- ' Mr. Gordon says he
is for:
Speight of Montgomers-, Ala., oae the Chamber of Commerce and the
off the road at a curve and smash- wood Gordon, businessman-farmer
Parity of 100 percent for farm- son William Sneedon Douglas of local storekeeper certainly would
ed into a telephone pole. Most- from Benton and Elvis T. Bell, railseriously injured was Mrs. Brown- road- mes.hanic from Paducah. While rers; Federal aid to education for Memphis, Tenn., a conductor and not have planned.
'True cause of the ac.cident could
ing. who is believed to have receiv- the encumbent, Noble Gregory of teachers; adjusted compensation an officer in the Brotherhood of
bonus for veterans; improvement of Railway Trainmen; two grandsons, not be learned from railroad ofed internal injuries. Mr. Browning Mayfield has
unofficially
made werking conditions
for the wont- Douglas Speight and Michael Thom- ficials. that will probably be brought
was seriously cut and bruised about known his intention to seek re-elec.'
out in an investigation. but an emthe face and body, necessitating tion no formal announcement has ing man and that large corporations as Douglas,
His wife preceded him in death ployee of the railroad who was
rhore than fifty stitshes on his head Jaeen made. Interviewed in Wash- ' must pay their proportinate part
on March 16, 1945. He also leaves brakeman on the local switch enand face.
ington by News reporter, Mr. Greg- of the .,tax load.
gine eoteel ehgjeesysi ejsis stqry:
On the other hand Mr. Bell is a- crne brother 'S. E. Douglas, a conThe News joins the hundreds of ory stated that pressing issues con(Conti-Abed on" Plsee. rz)
ductor of Memphis.
friends of both couples in wishing fronting the Nation and the world gainst:
William F. Bard, 31, who su.sthem a speedy recovery.
The Taft-Hartley "Slave" Labor cumbed
have made in impossible for him
at an early hour Wednesto leave his Washington office co Law; billions of dollars for Euro- day at the IC hospital in Paducae,
contact the voters in this section. pean Recovery; a large standing was buried yesterday afternoon
"These are critical
times,"
he Army; he does however, believe in with services at the First Methodsaid. "It is of utmost important for making Army enlistments uattrac- ist Church. He had been "deada Congressman to be at his post five."
heading'' to Fulton from Dyersin the closing days of a session, when
All are popular pros and cons for burg.
political strategists find it expedient vote-getting, but it is unlikely that
Mr. Bard was born in Hickman
to attempt to rush bills through a freshman Copgressman could car- County, but had lived here'rnost of
that may vitally affect my constitu- ry sufficient influence to correct his life. He had been employed by
Wheat loans on the 1948 crop
ents. I could come home," he stated or enact any legislation dealing the I. C. for the past 10 years and
All
men
et
the
Chestnut
ranging from $2.10 to $2.16 a bushel
further, "to look after my campaign, with the above super-important is had been a fireman for seven. He Glade Community will be guests
Pat B. Withrow
will be available to
Kentucky but I have a big job to do and my sues.
of
the Fulton Chamber of ComPat B. Withrow Jr., radio singer farmers pending final determinawas a member of the First Baptist
merce on Monday June 21 Russell
Church here.
and National Direetor of Veterans tion of the 1948-crop loan rates on
Pitchford,
president announced to
He leaves his wife; a son, Barry,
Hospital Programs, will appear in the basis of the parity price of
three-months-old; a daughter, Bren- day.
pei son at the First Methodist wheat on July I, 1948, M. D. Boyse.
The ladies of the Parent-Teacher
d'a Bard, 5; his parents. Mr. and
Church, Tuesday June 29 at 7:30 ehairman of the Production and
Mrs. Clarence Bard of Memphis and Association of that community will
p. te.
Marketing
Administration
State
serve
dinner in the school house at
a brother Hershel Bard uf Vallejo,
. elr. Withrow and his radio par- Committee, announced here today.
7:30 p .m. Mr. Pitchford is issuing
ty aKe appearing in the interest of
• Calif.
The interim wheat loan rates are
a special invitation to all members
Veterans Hospital Programs, an or- based on the April 15 parity
Scattering in other classifications
price,
of the Chestnut Glade Community
Seventeen and a half centuries of are two men in station service, two
ganization which provides inspira- Royce said. Wheat loans
completed
to be guests of the Chamber of
Illinois Central Railroad servioe section workers, one vice-president Beloved Jeanne Sanger
tional entertainment for our vet- on the basis of these interim
Commerce on that evening. He i3
erans' hospitals and distributes will, if necessary be adjusted rates will be honored this year by the and general counsel, one local suralso reminding all C of C .members
after presentation of 14-karat gold cer- geon, one
free bedside radios to the disabled final rates are announced.
assistant general traffic Dies After Long Illness
to attend that meeting and act as
tificates in statidard pass size to agent, one
men.
Price support loans .at 90 per- thirty-five veteran employes, eaeh of water assistant superintenrient
host to at least one member of the
The prograin will feature
service, one timekeeper
the cent of the
After
an
more
illness
than
of
a
community.
July
1 parity are re- of whom has been "working on the and one stationary
singing and talents of Mildred quired
engineer.
year, little Jeanne Sanger, threeTickets may be had by calling
by law. The chairman said, railroad" for fifty years. These cen
The 1948 group includes:
Young, graduate of the Juilliard anti
year old daughter of Mr. and Mis. Miss Maxfield at the Chamber of
interim rates are announced titicates are engraved with the
School of Music in New York, Miss
Bailey Payton Henderson, conduce Robert Sanger of Hickman died Commerce
at this time for the protection of veterans names and years of serv- tor,
office, phone 43.
Young has appeared with the NBC
Jackson, Tenn; Mathew Alfred Wednesday night at the .Fullergrowers on their early-harvested ice and are good for travel any- Leech locomotive
Symphony Orchestra under Tc;se
engineee, Mein- Gilliam
Hospital
in
Mayfield.
wheat.
where on hte Illinois Central.
phis, Tenn.; Alexander Calvert Mc- Stricken when nearly eighteen
canine and on the Celanese proLoans will be made to farmers
A railway family luncheon at Clure, locomotive engineer, Louis- months old with a rare infection,
gram. Mr. Withrow will tell dramaon
farm-stored
and
today
Friday, June 13, will ville, Ky.; Charles Edgar Maxfield, little Jeanne had been taken to the
warehouse-stor- Chtcago
tic stories of his experiences in the
Army camps, Naval bases, and hos- ed wheat from the time of harvest mark the beginnnig of the 1948 conductor, Chicago, a brother of C.0 best authorities in medical science.
peen; during the past five years. through December 31 1948,
and presentations. It will be held in the Maxfield, Fulton; Charles Schmuck. Wednesday night after having been
The public is cordially invited to will mature on April 30. 1948, co Crystal Ballroom of the Blackstone locomotive engineer, Jackson, Tenn. eaken to the hospital earlier in
Announcemen t is macre today by
attend this rally in the interest of earlier upon demand. Wheat pro- Hotel and will be attended by some John Spann, fireman,
Jackson, the week, she died at eight o'clock. the Interstate Loan Corporation in
our disabled veterans. Admission duced in 1948 and grading No. 3 or 300 persons, including the members Tenn.; Micajah Boyte Thomas conservices
Funeral
held
were
yesFulton
that the firm will hold tha
better, or grading U. S. No. 4 or of the railroad's board of directors, ductor, Cairo, Ill.; David Tobin,
Is free.
terday from the Barrett Funeral Grand Opening if its new modern,
No. 5 because of test weight only, meeting in Chicago today. W. A. agent-operator, Springfteld,
Hickman
buriel
eround-floor
in
with
Home
in
offices at 311 Walnut
Johnston, Illinois Central president. John Nicholas White, conductor,
Who feels injustices; who shrinks will be eligible for loan.
Street, on Saturday afternoon,
the Hickman Cemetery.
Rates vary by counties and the will serve as master of ceremoniee Waterloo, Ia.; Oscar Phillip•Wright
before a slight; who has a sense of
Besides her parents the little June 19.
Itrain baggageman, Centralia,
wrong so acute, and so glowing a loans are made available through and make the awards.
Acsording to Ross Armstrong,
girl leaves a brother Robert, Jr.
With the 1948 group included.
gratitude for kindness, as a gen- county agriculture' conservation
her maternal grandparents, Mr. manager ot the Interstate afire,
such
50-year
individfial
presentacommittees.
IVIrs.
A.
C.
Polk has returned to
erous boy?—Thackeray.
and Mrs. J. D. Davis of Fulton and gardenias will be presented to the
Royse also announced that price tions have totaled 389 since the her home in Monroe, La., after at- her paternal grandparents, Mr. and first 500 ladies who Attend the Open
support loans are available on practice was instituted in 1936. All tending the Carter-Murphy vied- Mrs. Henry Sanger of Hickman.
House celebration, and souvenir
1948-crop oats at a national aver- previous 50-year workers living at ding.
To the loved ones of the baby the cigars wlil he given to the men atage rate ef 70 cents a bushel, on that time were .made members of
tending.
Door prizes including an
Mrs. Charlotte Smith and J. r. News extends heartfelt sympathies. electric "pop-up" toaster. electric
1948-crop barley at a national avf-r- the 1936 group.
Twenty-five of the thirty-five vet- Melton spent Sunday afternoon in
age rate of $1.15 a bushel, and on
sandwich grill, and electric coffee
1949-crop rye at a natiOnal average erane in the 148 group have spent Mayfield visiting relatives.
Mrs. W. R. Reid has returned to maker will be given away at the
most‘of their lives working on or
rate of $1.29 a bushel.
lead
of the fnur-hour special venaround trains, Locomotive engiWillie Hamra' has returned from her tome on Park avenue atter lig. 'scheduled to be held between
Wlaeat, nate
and barley loan neers lead In numbers, as usual, a business
Campbell's
three
spending
in
weeks
trip
to St. Louis.
the hotirs of 2:00 ahd 6:00 p. re.
How cap little Phoebe latish and rates are higher this year than in with
twelve
Mr. and Mrs M. 3. Boulton and
Aaiun*.
laugh to*y when there has been 1947 because of the higher parity come seven represettativee. Next
conductork
itiltowed
guests
Mr.
an
farmers
Rowan
Thirty-five
Mrs.
in
Everett
Rue=
Inteistate moved tn its new.lotaso muck sorrow in Fulton homes priers'. Loans were not offered on three
train baggagernen two fire- soli have returned frOM a trip te county have enrolled
the Corn hem last week. MO Martha ChMthis week.
rye in 1947.
men end one engine foreman. Dawson, lty.
Derby.
soft is cashier of tbe firm.
. .

WRECK VICTIMS
LAID TO REST;
HUNDREDS MOURN

BROWNINGS FALLS
RECOVERING NICELY,
HOSPITAL REPORTS Little Interest Being Shown in

Coming Political Campaigns;
News to Report Issues to Public

C OF C MEMBERS
TO ENTERTAIN MONDAY EVENING

WHEAT LOANS ON 1948
CROP NOW AVAILABLE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL TO HONOR VETERAN
EMLOYEES BY PRESENTING GOLD CERTIFICATES

INTERSTATE LOAN TO
HAVE GRAND OPENING

Little
Phoebe

•

Friday, June 18, 1948
GENEROSITY
It is the only fair thing to do.
Vice-President, depending on the ability of the three, tne records'CLUB A..NNOUNCEMENT
Every man aspires to due prope,
Generosity is the flower of Justprospects and the working of the they have made, but the most imThe Palestine Homemakers Club
tion in all his thinking. Prejud
National Convention.
portcint factor is the National trend will meet at the Community House i ice.—Nathaniel Hawthorne,
the
is
the enemy of proportion.
shows
giving
The manner of
We are now in the midst of sea- that although changing now has today (June 18) at 1:30 p. m.
The lesson will be a review of I character of the giver, .more than
t ing ope of the best political machines been difinitely against the PresiForty-nine 4-H club members of
the gift itself.—Lavater.
! in the the Nation being formed. dent. If Truman is renominated and the years work.
ILis not enough to help the fee- the Fern -Creek Club in Jefferson
The Convention definitely .showed the Repuhlicans nominate Vanden-, The hostessesdvill be Mrs. Frank
county
completed' their clothing
wia make a Stroud and Mrs. Howard Powell.
hie. up, but to support him after.-I that Governor Clements and his ad- burg and ttassen,
projects and modeled in a style reSha kespea re.
visors are working with the County,. big difference in the outlook •of
vue
more
reeeives
candidates.
man
those
three
Kentucky
giving.
a
leaders to perfect their organizaIn
The Nicholas County Fish and
Four new regents were appointthan he gives, and the more is in
tion, and the large and representaPERSONALS
proportion to the worth of the thinelGame Club aided in stocking 45
tive crowd definitely showed how ed to the board of Morehead Teachponds with bass and brim a I
I
forth
effective this is. A political ma- ers College by Governor Clements
Mr. and Mrs. Bartel Osgood and glven.—George MacDonald.
He who is afraid of being too , in raising quail.
:Aline can be built either by a pow last week. Kentucky received •Inuch children of Louisville arrived this
publicity last year IV week for visit with his mother.' generous has lost the power of be. Seven 4-H club boys in Frank
• erful and dominating State machine unfavorable
hest man or county have staked out 5,750 i,
telling the County leaders what to being dropped from the Southern Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood and other ins, magrronimous. The
Secon- relatives.
woman i.: the most unselfed.—Mary of contour lines on 44.5 acres.
do, or by State leadership that ad- , Association of Colleges andso-kalled
Eddy.
vises and is advised by the County dary Schools, because ofthe PresiOrin Winstead and Harold MuzGive and it, shall be given unto
machines. I.believe the last way is politics in the firing of board may
dent.
It
is
hoped
the
new
zall spent Sunday in New Madrid, you: good measure, pressed down.
the best as it creates more loyality
Mo., fishing. —
and shaken together, and running
and this is the one that is being remedy this situation.
•
otmr.—Luke 6:38.
built now.
•
R. M. Belew who is a patient in
By David M. Portet
The new State Police force has
"Performance Proved"
STATEMENT OF
Jones Hospital is slowly improving
long been needed by Kentucky and
A. F. WHITNEY
after having a light stroke.
WATER SOFTENERS
The largest State Convention ey- the last Legislature gave it the necPresident, motherhood ot
er held in Kentucky kas completed essary power to operate, and a budWATER SYSTEMS
Trainmen
and
Mrs.
Allen
Austin
atRailroad
Mr.
in Louisville last week. There was get that will insure it being a suetended the Brownlow-Weatherspoon
In these troubled times when trie
WELL DRILLING
a *smoothness of action and a feel- cess. Guthrie Crowe of LaGrange
exwedding Sunday in Union City.
human race Is threatened with
ing of enthusiasm- by the delegates has been appointed Director and
scourge
WELL
great
any
REPAIRING
from
tinction not
By Alice Clark
-that shows the astute hand of a is a capable and efficient leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham or destructive force over which man
yowerful politician, and bodes I The Highway Patrol had authority
and son George Ed, Mr. and Mrs. has no control. but by man a own
for the opporition.
to act: only in certain cases unless
Cunningham of Dresden -Refit:in throu-ghthe atomic—boorab ,
Almost three thousand delegates called on for aid by the Sheriffs of
Well tolks, it seems as ii there Randall
v.isited Erie Cunningham•s- mother, and biological. warfare, it•-oie•••=i-and-1
and their wives and friends were lhe'Connties in some counties they isn't too much'. news going around Mrs. George Cunningham Saturday
Ong and goodwill among all men i
there. It was like a big pganic with- knew gambling and law breaking so I will write just what I want night who is a patient in Haws indispensable'to the very existence
out refreshoents, and even the re- was going on, but could do noth- I to as that's all I can do, So let's Clinic. They `also visited Mr. and :of the human race.
freshments were consumed the ing about it. Now they will have , just talk about
_ •eafety and the
. Mi•s, Carey Fri'elds on Walnut st. I The magnanimous .man will acnight before without too many head the power and authority to act.; railroads until someone
. comes in
, cord his neighbor more than justice.
made
a
in
1
Barkley
situation
peculiar
Senator
creates
a
aches.
This
o with a little news.
Jack Snow left Saturday for Dur- In the real sense of charity—caritrousing speech and the delegates Jefferson County where the coupNow for good reading your rail- ham, N. C., where he will enter Duke as. meaning love—he will underwere enthusiastic in their reception ty officers are Republicans and road, the the Illinois Central pith- University for a pre-medical course'. stand his weaknesses, sympathize
of it. As predicted in this column where there are many bookmakers ,lishes some first class reading mat- Mrs Snow and nue dau hte will ' with his temptations, overlook his
last week, the Kentucky Delegation and same large gambling places ter. If - you read it carefully and join him later.
'iyereadilloes.
will go uninstructed and will back operating. Will these places be raid- take it seriously, it can make you
•
Prejudice is pre-judgment, a verSenator Barkley for President or ed by the State Police? It will he healthy wealthy (or at leest not _John Austin has ieturned to
dict rendered before the facts are
.
interesting to see.
poor) and wise.
•
— Murray College after spending the ;n. Let us first get the facts on raOur favorite railroad book is the week end with his parents, Mr.
' Ohe unexPected thing happened
at the State Convention that was g one that carries the safety rules. and Mrs. Allen Austin. He also at- , c:al discrimination, and withhold
; eurprise. to all political observers.i It isn't the liveliest reading
in the fended the wedding of his cousin 1 our judgments until we have them.
Veterinary Service
• That Was on Underwood being of- world, but its just aboot the most Glenn N1Zeatherspoon and
Kay'
fered and accepting the support of important. How long is it since Brownlow in Union City Sunday.
Day or Night
his district for the Congressional you as oo e at those lutes. It s
.
t-eat now held by Virgil Chapman. surprising hover 2:sy it is to fcrget
Lowell Williams of Greenwood. Accurate
Phone 807-R
Virgil is running for the Senate just one rule alb, one e,iolatien can misc., soent the weekend with 'Mre
WORKMANSHIP
Or Call 70
' end with the popularity of Torn and put you in the hosPital. 47
Williams at their home on Arcl,
' his announced support he is sure
t
At Low Cost
"Does your wife help you chore...
top be the next Congressman as
Dr. H. W. Connaughton that
is a predominantly Democrat your elothes?7
Watches
Clocks
and
Time
, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Latta and
District
"Nope, she only picks the pock- ,
Pieces of All Kinds AccurateGraduate Veterinarian
on. Wayne spent Sunday with relets."
ly
Repaired
Cost
by—
at
,Low
Senator John Cooper Congressatives in Paducah.
Located on Martin-Fulton
man Howse Meade, sni CongressThruston
Morton
have
filed
,
Do
ONE-UNIT HEARING AID
man
your
playing
off
the
ANDREWS
job, it's
Highway
Mrs. Jim Gordon is spending he,
their papers for reeleetion. All of I more fun.
vacation with relatives in LouisForget old-style hearing aids. The OneCompany
Jewelry
them have made good records, and j Warning signs and safety post- vine and Nashville.
Unit Bettone banishes all their familiar
although the State went Democrat.:ers are signs of life. Read them I
discomforts. No more big. bulky. sepand
heed
them.
lc by 100,000 in the Governors i
arate battery packs ... dangling batMr. and Mrs. James Pace of Lex- —
Just think nine thousand lives ington,
race, may be hard to beat this
tery wires. No painful harsh noises,
attending the wedding of her
hollow undertones, "static". Learn toNovember. There are many reasons were saved from 1923 to '946 be- brother, Glenn Weatherspoon and
day how much better, more clearly,
for this. The personal integrity and :cause railroad management and in- Miss Kay Brownlow in Union City,
happily. you can now really Sear!
I dividual railroad workers battled Sunday.
for safety. In the same period LWE MAKE
O. A. ROLAND
300,000 railroad men were saved
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and DEEP WELL PUMPS
from injury. Those figures repreYOUR
, sent the difference between the little daughter, Karen of East of
SEND NOW FOR FREE BOOK ON HEARING
OLD RADIO
I number killed in railroad work ac- town spent the weekend with his
AND PIPES
cidents, ana the number which parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carey Frields
Beltone Hearing Service
SING
on
Walnut
street.
would have been killed if the 1923
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
LIKE NEW
a.'cident rate had been allowed to
ion
I
Motor mood nu ostl.ut coot nt ot I
continue.
I new F REF. hooktot of laterootoot.'1
"'
•
One out of every 10 farmers will
206 Church St.
,
I L.S.S AND IIOW
r,11.16 IT
.•
OV
suffer a disabling injury either on
amp
I
•
Coal chute operator. E. B. New- or off the job this year unless- ex- i
Phone 399
tra pre's.aiitions are taken.
I &Or,.
ton is on his vacation.
EFFICIENT
Machinist Robert Lowery has reDON'T NEGLECT
turned to work after an enjoyable -vacation.
SMALL SYMPTOMS
Laborer W. Rucker on his vacation.
Small faults in radio reception
Machinist helper P. A. Laine is
back tn work after a two week vaan develop into serious trouble
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
r
cation.
if you neglect danger signs. A
Governor Haley, stationary fire- I
timely call to CITY ELECTRIC,
man. is bark to. work after a two ,
may save you the expense of
week vacation.
buying new parts.
H. Guthrie is on his vacation.
Honest Diagnosis.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rust and wiz,
of Carbondale, Ill. have returned to
DL1MONDS
their home after .a visit with Mr.1
Rust's parents, Trainmaster and
Mrs. H. A. Rust,
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Huddleston Motor Company's sh
four-door sedan reveals a radi
wider and provide much addi
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What A Blessing
To Hear Again...

WATCH
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carefree weeks in camp!
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NOW TRY THE 8EER rimir HAS
STEPPED UP T#E OR/NA7NO PLEASURE
OF sr: LOUIS THOUSANDS;

R. M. KIRKLAND
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REPAIRING

CITY
Electric Co.

PILOT OAK
Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Bernie Yates and Mrs. Willie
Yates and 'family visited Mr. and
Mrs. John Yates Sunday.
Mr, and Mrs. Gus Windson and
family and Mr. and 'Mrs. Wright
Taylor visited Mr. Lee Olive and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive
Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Margaret Carr was hostess
Tuesday afternoon to fifteen lad
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He: "Why does a woman say
she's been shopping when she didn't buy a thing?"
She: "For the same reason a man
says he's been fishing."
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It's -thekg

A GREAT PREMIUM BEER
AT A POPULAR PRICE!
otlydra-Ustio Drive.
obit< aldowall tiros, at torten Mat

OL

IMIOBI LE

The style of the future ... the eat of the year ... it's the Futuramie Oldsmobile! A hrand new
word was eoined to describe it. A brand new thrill will be yours when you drive it. For the Oldsmobile "98" is .
:Futuramic" in action, too... with GM Ilydra-Matie Drive* and "Whirlaway."
See it in our showroom and you, too, will say ... "lea the smartest new car of them all!"

210 E. STATE LINE
Tame

Now yours to enjoy—right here in town!
Just
taste the smooth, Double-Mellow goodness
of
Griesedieck Bros. Beer. Brewed in St. Louis, in
the Griesedieck Bros. Wonder Brewery,
with
only the finest ingredients, for your greater
beer
drinking pleasure. S ep up to genuine Griesedieck Bros. Beer
today! Always
Double-Mellow
... no harshness,
no bitterness! "

Griesedieck
Bros.

THERE'S NO
FINER BEER!

Orimilliock Bass. Browory Co,
U. twit 4, Mo,

•."

LeS
Atkv°

ME,1101/,

'We'll hove it Friday ... The Car of the
Year, the Ford Forty Niner! It's the one
and only NEW car in ih fleld, and you
can see it at :our showrooms Friday!
There never was an automobile like
this before. There is no other like it today.
The revolutionary, new '49 Ford is a
complete break with the past. It was
designed by you—all the way through.
Yes, in surveys, letters and personal
interviews, you told Ford what you
wanted. And it's on ih wayl It looks like
a custorn-built car! Just for the thrill of it, look at the list
of new features. And for an even bigger
thrill—your biggest thrill of the year—
see the '49 Ford, "The Car of the Year",
sit our showrooms Friday!

PHONE 1065
Henry J. Taylor, Mutual Network, Monde's.* ood Fruins.•

100 1VIADISON STREET

Huddleston
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program we adjourned to meet
Ju I
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Mrs. Emerson served refre
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie shments.
Stewart
spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs.
Charlie Hainline.
Mrs. Fotsie Webb of Duke
dom
spent Wednesday with her
sister,
Mrs. Ira Raines.
Miss Attie Rowland and Mr.
and
Mrs. W. L. RosOand spent
night with Mr. and Mrs. L. Tuesday
408 Eddings Street
land of Cottage Grove, Ky.A. RowFulton, Ky.
Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr.
For Ambulance Service Day
and Mrs. Edd Rhodes were
or Night
and Mrs. Roy Collins, and. , Mr
family
and Mr. and Mrs. Will
Collins.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Goss
4a Mayfield Friday after um were
noon on
business.
Contract Funeral Home
Major Billy Roberts, Mrs.
Kentucky Funeral Directors'for, and Member of:
RobBurial Association, Inc.
erts and children are visit
her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Zell ing
Single.
ton. Major Roberts and farni
111•1111111111111111k
ently arrived in the State ly rece 1949 line of Ford automobile
has
arriv
ed
in
having being stationed in s after egliniiiiMIRMIninutimilMENOMENIffmnsiMENI,IMMINMPAWAninitinfeili!
Fulton and opens for display
tddleston Motor Company's show
Send
!!!1111
ia,
toda
Japan. Major Roberts has
ir-door sedan reveals a radic rooms on the Mayfield highway. Above picture of y at the
been on
the Ford
al new styling from last year;
duty
there
with
der and provide nitich
the U. S. Army for
the new cars are lower
additional visibility„All body
the past three years. Mrs.
types offer either 6 or 8-cylin ., roomier.
der engines.
joined him two years ago. Roberts
sixty day leave here he After a a
will rePILOT OAR
ies when they .met at her home
port to Camo Lee, Virgi
nia. He is
for
the
vice
president presided. Mrs.!the son of Mrs.
a Stanley Party.
W. H. Wyman of
Mrs. B. G. Lowry
Mrs. Ruth Weems and Mrs. Ten- Helen Coltharp read the devotional Mayfield.
Yates and Mrs. Willie nie Hous
and the thought for_the
Mrs. Mae Garrigus and Mrs.
e
mont
spen
h.
t
Wedn
12
esda
y
with
nd 'family visited Mr. and their siste
Edmembers answered the roll
r Mrs. Tie Finley.
by "a na Waggoner spent Frit:lay
on Yates Sunday.
" Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and new flower or plant that I hav.:i noon with Mrs. Addie Walst afteron.
Mrs.
,gro
wn."
Akter
nd Mrs. Gus Windson and Jimmie Allen spent Sunday after- I the following the business session Walston is not at the home of her
and Mr. and ;Mrs. Wright noon with Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gos- !for the coming officers were elected daughter. Mrs. Tommie Moore.
year. President, Mrs.
Funeral services were held
visited Mr. Lee Olive and sum and Larry Smith.
SatI Paul
Mrs. Idaline Emerson was hoste 'Eua ine Carr. Vice president Mrs. urday afternoon for Grover McI Mrs. Jack Olive Sunday
ss
line Yates. Se.7retary-Treasurer Neely at the
to
Church of Christ. Bur,
the Pilot Oak Homemakers Mrs.
n.
Allen
Lowry and program con-'jai was at the Powell
Margaret Carr was hostess Thursday afternoon. In the absence ductor, Mrs.
cemetery.
Mr and Mrs. Bernie McNe
afternoon to fifteen lad of the president, Mrs. Pauline Car: ly 8th with Alma Arnett. After our
al visMrs. Dessie Coltharp. ited Mr. and Mrs. Willi
am Norris
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wils
Saturday night with her on spent
sister and
husbr.od Mr. and Mrs. Ishm
el Byers
of Dukedom.
E
Mrs. Mary Collins. Mrs.
Edna
Waggoner and Mrs. Naomia
Redd
en
and children visited Mrs.
Hatches Off Mondays and Wed
Campbell
nesdays
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. F.mma Grissom. Mrs.
We
Wil
l
Be
Eula
Hat
ching Until July 15th.
Nelson and Mrs. Ophelia Cald
well
left Tuesday afternoon
from Paducah in Pernie Grissom's
olane to Charlston, West private
to attend the wedding of Virginia
Mrs. Grissoms grand son, Charles
Thomas
State Line St. Phone 483
Grissom to Miss Patricia
Tribble of
Fulton
Charleston, W. Va. Charles
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.Thomas
"Ch
ick
s
Wit
h
a
Per
Pern
son
ie
ality"
Grisson of Detroit Mich.
Miss
Allie
Rowland.
Mrs.
Allene Lowry Mrs. Eualine
and Mrs. Edith Yates visit Yates
ed Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Raines Satu
rday afternoon.

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home
PHONE 88 •
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t's the FORD loftZarri

have it Friday ... The Car of the
the Ford Forty Niner! It's the one
>nly NEW car in its field, and you
ee it at :our showrooms Friday!
never was an automobile like
sfore. There is no other like it today.
revolutionary, new '49 Ford is a
ete break with the past. It was
led by you—all the way through.
in surveys, letters and personal
lews, you told Ford what you
d. And it's OfI its way! It looks like
om-built car! for the thrill of it, look at the list
v features. And for an even bigger
-your biggest thrill of the year—
s '49 Ford, "The Car of the Year",
showrooms Friday'

NMI You wonted ROOM. So we
gave you a 57' front, and 60' rear
seat, now frame, •stra head room.
NIWI You Wanted SAFETY. So wri
gave you a 59% more rigid "Lifeguard" Body, "Magic Action" KingSive Brakes, and new "Pichue
Window" Visibility.

Java"

NIWI You wonted COMFORT.
You GET comfort in a new "Mid
SNp" Ride, new "Hydra-Coil" Front
Springs, "Para-Fl•n" Rear Springs.
NIWI You wanted ECONOMY.
New V-8 and SIX engines. Up to
10% more gas economy. (Up to
25% greater savings with new
Overdrive, optional crt •ctra coati
NIW I You wanted BEAUTY. Wel,
youll ma for yourself June`18I
"Dm Car of the Yoaff'

Huddleston Motor Company
Mayfield Highway, Fulton

Sunday afternoon guest of
Mr.
and Mrs. Ferd Steele were
Mr. and
Alvis Steele„ and family.
.1 Mr. and Mrs. Pug Puckett
spent
.Sunday with their son
and family Mr. and Mrs. -.Norman
Puck
ett
' and Sue of Lone Oak.
Mrs. Lora Horton of Fulton.
Mrs.
'Sue Bennett of MPvfield
and
Mnzell Cruise visited Mrs.
'Collins this week. All who Mary
visit
'Mrs. Collins enjoyed her
beautiful
paintings.
Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs.
Tie
Finley shopped in Mayfi
eld Mon,c132,afternnon.

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mrs. Carey Frields
On Sunday night June 27th
1 Friencily Five Quartette will the
prelsent a program of gospel
Salem Baptist church. Themusic at
cordially invites the publi thurch
c to attend.
Mrs. Cifton Cherry remains
a! bout the same and rests quite
conilfortably.
j Rav Lee
Westbrook
bruises on his arm when he suffered
fell be, neath a farm vi-agon the
past
The wheel ran over his arm,week.
thus
the injury.
David L.. six-year-old son of
Mr.
and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
was
mitteda t Haws Hospital Sati aduday
for a minor operation. He
has roturned home and doing
nicely.
,T.Jncle J. Vincent is repor
ted to
be resting better since
our last
write-up but no change in
condition.
Carey and Doyle Frields
engaged
,in harvesting w-heat the
past
end by combining their crop.week
The
yield is fair due to extr
eme dry
weather.
Mrs. Sam • Mathis is
from a deep cold after recovering
being indisposed some two weeks.

Rush Creek Homemakers
Holds Regular Meeting
The Rush Creek
Home
Club held its regular mont makers
ing last Thursday after hly meetnoon in the
home of Mrs. Mauri.e
Bond
The meeting was called urant.
to order
by the vice-president,
Mrs. Frank
Henry in the absence of
the
president, Mrs. W. H. Harrison.
The devotional taken from
Luke
2: 10-13 was read by Mrs.
Maurice
Bondurant.
The minutes of the last
meeting
were read ond treasurer's
given by the secretary, report was
Mrs.
Murrell Williams.
Reports were taken and
the business meeting offic during
glected for the coming yearers were
'lows: President, Mrs. W. as fokrison; Vice president, Mrs.H. Har.
Frank
Henry; Secretary and
Mrs. Murrell Williams. progtreasurer,
ductor. Mrs. Lewis Atwilram conleaders for the year will l. The
be Mrs
Charles Adams and Mrs.
Harvey
Bondurant.
,
The recreational program
was led
by Mrs. Charles Adams in
"Bumpty Bump" and singiplaying
ng old
songs of the past year.
Delicious refreshments of
CocaColas and cookies were
serv
the hostess to eleven memb ed by
ers and
four visitors.
The group adjourned to
meet
next time with a pirnic on
Friday
night July 9 in the home
of Mrs.
Rob Adams and Mrs. Char
les Adams.

Able rai roader
atut geed cart,
As you see him, he's a railroader—a
nd as an able railroader
he makes his major contribution towa
rd being a good citizen.
On the job, he teams up with 40,000
other Illinois Central
workers who deliver the needs and
luxuries of life to your
community and all of Mid-Amer
ica. Off the job, he and
his fellow workers take an active part
in civic affairs. They
aim—as the railroid does—to be good
friends and helpful
neighbors..

YOUR COMMUNITY IS
HOME!
It's home to the Illinois
Central workers who live
among you, and it's home
to the Illinois Central Railroad. Both railroad and workers own
property and
conduct their business among you. Thro
ugh public
service—on and off the job they striv
e to earrt your
continued friendship and patronage.

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
RAILROAD
MAIN

LINE

OF

W.A.JOHNSTON

President

MID-AMERICA

3
1
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Who's Boss Around Here?
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a very
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hackneyed phrase it seem
is quite
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from
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predicting farm bloc's earliest kingpins.
front Senate leaders are Reciprocal co-authored such basic legislation
the
of
sion
exten
erino
year
feath
oned by the as Capper-Volstead Act
Trade Program, as vote changes farm co-ops Capper-Tincher Act to
in grain
ity
House with relatively few
activ
much
Bill prevent too
Gearhart
ereatin House-passed
a two- futures, Capper-Ketcham Act
for
'plea
its
wed
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ROSS ARMSTRONG, JR.
Manager
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11.1.+4114.1•40
Miss Latar
I had nc
the paper
then some'
- it. I have
to ask. Doe
before sob
Will he cor
date? And
love the gi.
now?
Dear V. R.;
No, this I
you and he
as he ls in
going with.

Miss Latane
How far
me? Has he
Will he ever
he like farm
work? If_ I
soon who at
and month

"PUR

3--ICE BOXES
STOVES
2—AB Apartment.size ELECTRIC
OS.
1 Lot Ne.v and Used RADI
1—BABY BED
1—DISH CABINET
1—KITCHEN CABINET
E, (new)
I-2-piece LIVING- R0031 SUIT
1-3-piece BED R0031 SUITE
LES
1 Lot END TABLES and RADIO TAB
LES
TAB
FEE
1 Lot COF
1 Lot OCCASIONAL TABI.ES

RE-N

1 Lot CARD TABLES
1 Lot TABLE and FLOOR LANIPS
1-2-Burner 011. STOVE
er Table-Top Oil Stove
I—New PERFECTION five-burn
5—ELECTRIC IRONS
1—HAND TRUCK
1 Lot SPORTING GOODS

the
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re.
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l electric appliances.
Numerous other items including smal

(Signed) ELVIS MYRICK, Ovmer
Charles W. Burrow, Auctioneer.
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at Interstate
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MAYFIES

See Our New Modern
Ground Floor Offices
311 Walnut Street
Saturday Afternoon
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SEED

2:00 TO 6:00 P. M.

GARDENIAS TO THE FIRST 500 LADIES
CIGARS FOR THE MEN
3 --- ATTENDANCE PRIZES --- 3
3. Coffee Maker
2. Sandwich Grill
/. Pot Up Toaster
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s94•••••••••••••••••••••••41 have any children?
A.L.M.
Dear A. L. M.
HEARTS and FLOWERS
This boy lives a good distance aBy
way. No, he has never been in the
service. No, you will not have a
date with him you might see him
but that will be all. Yes, he likes
aeorsoo44,••••••••••••oototosotereotrO farming the best as that is about
all
he has ever done. You will not
Miss Latane;
be
I had not seen your column in marry any time soon. rt will
the paper until a few days ago September 1951 before you do. Yes,
then some of my friends showed me you will have three children.
it. I have some questions I want
to ask. Does the boy I love so much Miss Latane;
Will I ever be happy? If so when?
before school was out love me?
K. R. •
Will he come after me to go °rise
date? And if so when? Does he Dear K. R.
love ttie girl he is going out with
Yes you will be happy but not
now?
V.R. till the latter part of December of
Dear V. R.;
this year. You will then be with
No, this boy is not in love with this party you keep thinking about.
you and he will not be after you
as he Is in love with the girl he is Dear Miss Latane;
•going with.
Everyone else seems to be getting
such good advice, I thought mayMiss Latane;
be I would too. First all, would
How far does this boy live from you advise me to take my vacation
me? Has he ever been in service? and go to Florida now or wait unWill he ever come to see me? Does til later on. Will I get a raise, if
he like farming better than factory so when?. Have I Met the man I am
work? If I get_ married anyway going lo marry. if_ so when and
soon who-oritt-it be and what day- where—wilt 1 get married, it ritit
and month will It be Will I ever when wilt I meet him?
R.A.H.

PATRICIA LATANE

to

io r
e -

"3.

er
leer.

f

"PURSE STRINGS" by RE-NU SHOE SHOP

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

treet. Fulton
Lake S
Next to the City National Bank

the world's dolly 041wepeporioor

ME CRISHAM SCIENCE NONITOIL You toll hod yourself one of
tis• best-Informed persons in your community on world affairs when
you read this yrorld-wide doily newspaper reoularly You will gchn
fresh, new rlewpolnts, o
richer undentanding of today's oral
rows—PLUS help from its exclusive features cot homemaking, squat.
bon, busiross. theater, musk, rodio, sports,
Sidoserlb• sew t•
PO-3
this seeded °rt.
The Christian Science Publishing SocOty
Ortio Norway Street Boston 15, Moss . U 3 A
•srosoletert" offer
—I meat\ ter $1
i 'noosed ts $1, for ',Mich please send me Th. Ch,stirlil
I Soeroe Monitor for one month.
1U 1. holds) 11
Nome
Street
City

_

State

Zone

SAVE MOTOR WEAR
1,000 mile lubrication Is the enemy of motor wear.
Our "grease monkeys" fight wear-and-tear by giving
your car the right amount of grease in the right
places. No skimping of service at POLSGROVE.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE "nice
Station
IdAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON, KY.

Get Our
HIGH-QUALITY SEEDS
SEED POTATOES
SEED OATS
ALL KINDS OF SOY BEANS
BULK GARDEN SEED

HYBRID SEED CORN
Broadbent --- Funk's "G"

Edw Funk & Sons

FOR DETAILS OF OUR BIG CONTEST!
Listen to our program over W.E.N.K.
Monday Thru Friday, 6:30 p. m.

Wiring Has Important Place
In Making Farm Productive
won't stretch beyond ite current earrying capacity. If it le deeigned for
lights only, it will provide you with
Have you ever tried watering your all the ourrent required by every
garden through • atrawt Of course Light in the house—and that's about
you haven't—and you never will. It all. It wasn't planned to do any mere.
just won't work. A straw Isn't big Such • system la totally inadequate
enough to carry this amount of water for the efficient operation of • milk
necessary tor an adequate irrigation cooler, refrigerator, milking machine,
welder and similar equipment
Whether you are wiring your farm
for the Ant time or re-wiring it.
haras something Is remember: plan.
your wiring to meet your present;
and future electrieal requinmenbtO
Be sure your wiring art= has sl
service entrance of ample else; enough!
circulta, each with the proper win'
doe; individual circuits for range.
water heater and larger motors. and
a sullicient number of outlets and
switches. Proper', located. Don't underestimate your needs or the convenience value of • maximum number of outlets of all types. Make
certain that your system bi designed
two that it can be expanded easily and
that it is installed by one who understands farm electric power and lighting requirements.
Ask that your power pole or other
metering point be located midway
between the two or more locations
on your farm where the heaviest use
is made of your largest current consuming equipment This "load center" plan will
moat economical
ELECTRIC SERVICE —comes to in every way prove
and wW help you to
the farm.
get plenty of electricity to your buildIt's much the same way with • ings and power machinery. Safety Itt
wiring system. If the wires serving wiring depends on havLng your sysyour farm buildings are too mall, tem installed in compliance with the
they won't be able to carry enough National Electrical Code. For special]
current to enable your electrical circuits servLng motor loads, circuit
equipment to operate sattsfactorlly. protection. provided through circuit
Unlike the unacceptable "watertng breakers or fuses, should be based
grew" idea, however, some farm on electric loads served.
A farm is • food production facfamilles do try to coax more electricity through their inadequate wtr- tory and must be wired as such, with
attention given to the indispecial
for
ins systems than It la possible
them to deliver. A wiring system vidual requirements of each.
•
By IRA HILLER
room StstortfIcation Bureau

The greatest possibility for in- I A complete farm water system has
creasing production on most Ten- I been installed by Mr. and Mrs. Osnessee farms lies in building up the I car Shields of Bath .county,
Bascom Coffey of RusseU county
productivity of land now owned.
Since it takes more farm products set out 400 fruit trees this spring in
his long-time orchard program.
to pay for a day's work now than
At least 12 sprayers for 2, 4-D
ever before, the differences should I have been made at home,
bought,
be made up by increased produc- 1 or contracted for by Lyon county
tion.
farmers.

Dear R.A.H.
•
I If your letter isn't answered keep
I would suggest your waiting un- l watching the paper it will be.
til August the last part or the first
part of September to take 3-our vaCHRISTIAN SCIENCE
cation. Yes, you will get a raise but
"Is the Universe Including Man,
not soon. No, you haven't met the
Evolved
by Atomic Force?" is the
man you are to marry you will
meet him on a train trip which I subject of the Lesson-Sermon which
think it will be 3-our vacation. You will be read in all Christian Science
will marry in February 1949 in churches throughout the world on
Sunday. June 20, 1948.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
The Golden Text: "Through there
be that are called gods, whether in
Dear Miss Latane;
Will I get fifteen dollars a week heaven or in earth, (as there be
alimony and will I get both my gods many, and lords many,) but
children for nine months of the to us there is but one God, the
year? When will all this be settled Father, of whom are all things.
and will I always be worried and and we in him." (I Cor. 8:5 6).
Among the citations which comdissatisfied as I now am. Is he in
.the Lesson-Sermon is the follove with me? Will
ever be my prIse
lowing
from the Bible: "In the beown boss as long as I live with my
ginning
God created the heaven aril
par-ents? When will I get my income tax return? Will I continue to the earth." (Gen 1 -1).
All are welcome to our serviee3.
work at the same place as I'm no-/
employed?
V.F. EARLY LAMB CROP 10
Dear V. F.;
PERCENT BELOW 1947
You have one of those very odd
The early lamb crop (lambs born
handwritings which sometimes give before March 1) iot 10 principal prome a hard way to go. but here are ducing states tlais year is estimated
the answers to your questions. Yes at 10 percent below 1947 and is the
you will get alimony and also the smallest on record. This has resultchildren and it will be settled very ed in fewer breeding sheep and a
soon. No, you will not always be smaller proportion of ewes lambworried and dissatisfied as you are ing before March 1. The number of
now. Yes, you will have a chance ewes over one year of age declined
to remarry but my advise to you is in all the 10 early producing states
not remarry because you
never in 1947 and there has been an averbe happy as long as the children age overall decline in these same
are still at home as your ohildren states of 31 per .cent since 1943
and the man you would marry would Kentucky's production has declined
never get along. No, you will nev- from 907,000 in 1942 to 647,000 in
er be your own boss as long as you 1948
live with your parents as you will
have to do just about what they say.
You,. will get your tax return be- 510 LAND GROWS GOOD CROPS
Ftfteen years ago, W. B: Adcock
tWeen now and the 30 of August.
Yes you will stay on 'the job that of Carlisle county bought a farm
for the tax assessment of $10 per
you now have.
acre. Situated as it was in the
roughest section of the county, lanl
Miss Latane;
erosion had been encouraged by
Although I do not live in Ful- earlier plantings of sweet potatoes
ton, I read your column every week.
and cotton. Adcock improved tho
When will we get our new car?
farm through the tiso of lime and
Will we have any children? Would
phosphate, and by growing cover
you advise my husband to change
crops and graesses. Then he raised
jobs? Will we ever make our home
oattle to use the feed produced
a
in Kentucky?
H. H
When a group of farmers and
Dear H. H.;
County Agent J. Ft. Davie recently
You will get eliew car between visited the farm on a pasture tour,
now and Octobei- of this year. Yes, they saw excellent stands of brome
vou will have children and I would grass, orohard grass, sweet clover
say two. Yes, Oig, can cioange jobs'and alfalfa. On land which previousbut as long as a fellow is getting ly failed to yield 10 bushels of corn
along alright what does he want tn to the acre, Adcock harvested 50
stick his neck out into something to 60 bushels, and about 25 bushels
else which he may not like or may- of v.-heat. He plows his ground for
be the new jobs wouldn't like him. corn only once every six or seven
Yes, vou will move to Kentucky, go years he told the farmers.
into business and buy a home but,
however that is several years off
Good eggs in summer are cool
vet.
eoes—until they hit the frying pan.
The biggest hen house robbers in
M,ss Latane:
summer are little lice and mites.
Please answer the following
More fatal accidents occur in agouestions. Will I marry the man riculture than any other industTOO going with. I'm wearing his try.
engagement ring. If so when and
Tf a coy,' gets all the water she
where will we live. Will I get the
hirthday present he 'has promised wants, she will give 8 to 15 percent
more milk.
me?
M. L. B.
Dear M. L. B.:
One way of increasing livestock
You aren't interested in this man, proftis is to provide winter cover
his ring don't mean a thing to you crop pasture.
all you care about is what he can
The best way to increase the
vive you, that's all. No, you will "size" of your farm is to increase
not get the birthday present as you the fertility of the land.
will do something before he gives
it to you to oause a break up. You
One way to free of worry by grocshould know what I mean as you ery bills is ,to keep your greedom
have had them before.
garden producing until frost.

BUTTS MILLING COMPANY
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY,45-E
GRINDING AND MIXING OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
All Kinds Of Feeds an-cl Field Seeds
Fertilizers

Wire Fencing

Phone 651

Let Bennett's-Overhaul
Your Refrigerator
Whatever the make or model
BENNETT'S ELECTRIC can return it to first class working order! All expert mechanics

Phone 201 for prompt service.'

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

Fulton

IT'S A FACT
CLEAN CLOTHES LAST LONGER •
'I'D get maximum wear out of your clothes let us
dry clean them regularly. Our thorough, yet gentle
cleaning restores the original newness. Our service
is fast, our work dependable, and our prices are
reasonable. Call us at 14- today.

PARISIAN
Laundry 8e Cleaners

ADD MILK -- FOR HEALTH!
Milk contains MORE nvrishment than ANY OTHER SINGLE FOOD YOU CAN SERVE. Add milk

CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS

to your cooking recipes . . . serve it at every op-

ALUMINUM ROOFING
FERTILIZER, BARBED WIRE, PHOSPHATE

vigorous benefits. You'll notice the difference in

A.C.Butts&Sons
East State Line,Fulton

Phone 202-J

of-

fering guaranteed service.

portunity and. vive your

family

its

healthful,

tastiness, too!

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
PHONE 813-J FOR DELIVERY
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A.
Mr. Weatherspoon, who was caThe gtiest list included Miss_ t,
Yin anti Mrs. Ed Engel of GreenMiss Netite Jean Whelen is thedet commander of the University's Nancy Wilson. Anne Latta, Carmen ' vine, alisS.,
are the guests of her ‘..11eSiti; of her grandmother, Mrs
ROTC unit last year, recen•ly was Pigate, Ann-McDade. ,Cissy alurphy:n
9
J. S. Pope and Mr. Pope.
cemmissioned in the Army Reserve. Rosalyn Bennctt, Louise Hancock.. tother, Mrs. Alex Khourie..
He serve& in the Army for three JoYce Fields, Anne Linton, Donrai
years during World War II and was Gayle Gelling.
overseas 18 months. He is a gradELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
PHONE 926
aate of Fulton high school. At the
university, he is a anember :f KapHomemakers clubs in Owen counpa
social fraternity, president
Mary 'r.av Bro\Csnlow Weds erecla-with pink ribbon and pastel of Sigma
Scabbard and Blade military ty are promoting .a clean-up camftaternity and a member of Lancea paign, each Airoup working in its
G. Weatherspoon Sunday l e°Friii°we
r.s'
,.
leadership fraternity. In 1946, he own community.
Joy Baird of Union
City,
the
•
The First Baptist church in. Ura'flower
girl, wore a dress of ice was selected by the Co-operataa '
•
icn City was the scene of a lovely
club
of
Lexington
to
receive
its
anwedding Sunday afternoon at 4:30 . blue organdy and a halo of blue nual award for the outstandi
ng milriet. She carried a small white baswhen Mary KaY Brownlow, daugh'
. ket filled with pink rosebuds. Day- itary student at the university.
ler ef Mr. ancl Mrs.
W. N. Whitis. Sr., who has been
R• F. Bmw''' id Baird was ring bearer. He wore
low cl Union City became
the bride
of white gabardine arid cal- Bowers Community Club quite ill in the I. C. Hospital in
of Glenn W'eatherspoon son of Mrs ., a suitrings
Paducah fpr several weeks was carwhite
ried
a
satin
on
pillow.
Lera Weatherapoon of Fultbn.
ried to the I. C. Hospital in Chicago
David Ward Phelps of Fulton Meets At Finch Home
Rev. W. A. Boston. pastor of the
Sunday night.
church, preformed the impressive 'served as best man. Ushers were , The Bowers Community Club met
the;James Linville Pace of Lexington,'in)the home
double- ring ceremony before
of Mr. and Mrs.•Henry -111-FS:
•- --• in
ibrother-in-la‘a of the bridegroom; Finch
D. S.-:ott is a. patient
on Friday June 4th with 32 in the 1-1.
beautifully decorated •altar which
Fulton Hospital. •
1William Glenn McAlister of Lex- members
and 20 visitors present.
was banked with greenery interDuring the ,morning sessiotr Mr.
apersed with white 3ilies. The choir I ington; John Austin of Fulton, elmsMr. and Mrs. Doris Valentine and
loft was filled with palms and bas- id of the bride-groom and Harry Garth gave an interesting talk on sons of Memphis
have been the
conserving motor fuel. He also con- guests
kets ot lilies and glowing tapers in ,Reams of Fulton.
of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Brownlow, ,mother of the du.eted a quiz program that was
floor candlabras. The frcnt of the
enB.
L.
Austin
Vine
on
street.
church was. lightediwith white tap- bride, wore a grey triple-net dress joyed.
ers and the pews were marked with with grey and purple accessories.
After a bountiful potluck
Mrs. W. R. Egbert and children,
clusters pf white gladiolus tied vvith Her hat of green veiling was trim-' ner the ladies were entertaine din- Carolyn
d by
Sue and Francille of
med with purple pansies, and she Miss Holmes who
satin bows.
gave
Herkimer.
a
lesson
N. Y., are here for an exon
Preceding the eeremony, Mr and wore a corsage of white gardinias storage. With the aid of a projecto: tended visit to her parents
Mr.
she showed how closets and cabi- and Mrs. J. H. Lawrence on
Mrs. James Glover of Memphis. vo- tied with purple ribbon.
Maple
The mother of the bridegroom nets should be placed to utilize wall avenue.-calists and _Nrs,
D. _Carla= of
Unkm City, organist-presented a wore an klie-a-biue daess with black space to the best advantage.
aacessories. Her black picture hat
program of nuptial music.
The meeting ajourned at 3 p.
Jere Lowe vvho has been attendThe bride. who was given in mar- of straw braid was trimmed with The club vvill meet again on July ing the University of
riage by her, father. wore a wedding black veiling and white gardenas and in the home of Mr. and Mrs. arrived home for his Louisville has
vacation with
gown of white satin with a fitted and her corsage was of white garhis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
bodice featured a yoke and sleeves denias and white and silver ribbon. J. Mack
Scates To Wed Lowe on the Union City Highway.
After the cereniony a reception
of imported Chantilly lace. The
skirt featured a deaped overskirt was held in the church annex. The 'Miss Sarah
Mrs. Vaill Boyd has returned to
Owen Smoot
which terminated into a long train. lace draped bride's table held a tierMr. and Mrs. Lee Hume Smoot: her home in Mepmhis after a visit
Her tree tiered veil fell from a cor- ed .wedding cake and two crystal
to her sister. Mrs. Grace Joyner.
net of Chantilly lace and import- punch bowls. The annex was deco- of Brownsville, Tenn. announce the
ed orange blossoms. She carried a rated with bouquets of Spring flow-. engagornent of their daughter Sarah
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Laurence of
Owen Smuot to Mack Scates son of
forrnal bouquet of white bride's lil- ers.
Follonving the reception the cou- Mrs. J. Harvey Maddox of Fulton Dayton, Ohio. are visiting his paries tied with white satin ribbon.
ents,
ale. and Mrs. J. H. Laurence
Miss Betty Jean Austin .of Ful- ple left for a wedding trip. Fur and the late Julian Scates.
The ceremony will be solemnieed and her parents in Hickman.
fen. cousin pf the bridegroom was traveling the bride wore a twa-piece
the maid of honor. She wore a dress ensemble of navy blue with a white July 27-at the Methodiat Church in
Bob McKnight is a patient in I
of petal pink satin similar to the hat and white accessories and a cor- Brownsville.
cne worn by the bride. She carried sag.e of purple-throated white orMiss Smoot attenc'ed Wesleyan Haws Clinic.
a muff of pink net trimmed with a chids.
College in Macon Ga.. and
reshoWei• of blue ribbon and 'pastel
Miss, Aiene Lawrence of KenDuring the .summet, the aouph ceived her B. A. degree fa ni Cumcorn flowers and wcre a halo of will remain in Fulton and anioh berland University.
-angton, Md. will arrive this wet 1:
.pink net.
"ar
an extended visit to her parents
City. In September, they will reMr. Scates received his B. A.
A well-tuned engine and proper driving methods resulted in gasoline
The bridesmaids v•ere Mra. James. turn to Lexington, where the bride-' eree from Duke Univeisity de- air. and airs. J. H. Lawrence Dn
and
SRN irig. up to 70,
7, tests recently conducted by Pl)mouth Motor Corp. at
Paae Cif Lexington. sister of ' groom is ari engineerm
. g stu en a spent three years in the U. S. Navy NI I A •
Detroit shoued. The testing team above checks recording equipment and
the brldegrborn; Mrs. William Glenn the University of Kentucky.
He is now emplo••ed by Sears-Roenotes results of the unusual experiment
McAlister ef Lexington: Mrs. David. Mrs. Weatherspoon is a graduate buck and Co., in Chattanoo
airs Edwin Cook Rice ef
ga, Tenn
Ward Phelps of Fultan ani Miss of Union City high school and has
field, Mo.. is the guest of Mrs. J. D.
You don't h.tve to go to Detroit to get this aame performance
Jerry Beauchamp of Union City.
White at her home on Eddings street
attended Murray State college,
wtih YOUR OWN CAR .
They a-ere dresses of ice blue sat- Memphis State college and the Uni- Mrs. Exum Compliments
we can do it RIGHT HERE IN FUI
in identical with those of the maid versity of Kentucky. She is a memMr. and Mrs. Leon Browder lett
Miss Barbara Duncan
TON: There are no "tricks" involved . . . a proper tune-up
of honor ancl _halos of ice blue net
Jr Sigma Sigma Sigma social
Thursday for a trip to Tulsa, Okla . and car: ied blee net muffs ahow- s.
Mrs. Milton Exum was gracious and
eluding ignition, carburation, cooling system, oil change and chas
other noints in Oklahoma.
hostess Friday when she compliaaaseadael••eat•-•••••••••••••••••••••••••+.1.44•4•4•4•-a+ealaa+.1.1.+4•++4•4
sis lubrication and steering and brake adjustment ail!
•4•+4•4.- mon" Miss Barbarg.teDonaan of
M-s.
save Yoa.
Abingdon, Va. with a theater par- W. Va., Mildred Lamb of Charlotte.
is visiting her mother, Mre
10 percent outright, tests show. Save gas . . . save
ty and buffet supper.
money .
get
J. J. House on Pearl Street.
guF
es
otlsoa
l ‘
‘
t le
nn
gt tthoe thhe
eatE
er rpnartyh
.etm
he
top performance . . . BRING YOUR (7AR TO
KING MOTOR
Mrs.
where a lovely puffet supper wa:, day for G. W. Dimmit left Wednes
COMPANY, 116 Carr Street. in Fulton. We aervIve
an exended visit to he,
all inakes of
served on the porch.
daughter in Denver Colo.
cars. Phone 1267.

n

The Woman s rage

How to Save Gas

T

own Topics

I

ImmEDIATE DELNERy
ON ALL APPLIANCES
GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS

1r

i0/
/
21#
y.,fOrv •

,

FierVir

•
V%' • • ••LVtiV

ONE THOUSAND PAIRS

Men's Women's Children's

Spring and Summer Shoes
'REVCO'
CHILL CHESTS
UPRIGHT MODEL, looks just
like

conventional

MEN'S

WOMEN'S

Values Up To

Values Up To

513.95

$12.95

refrigerator.

Six cu. ft. capacity.

$275.00
GIBSON
ELEC. RANGES
tiven-neat dOUble element
oven; clock automatic control. fluorescent
surface
light.

GIBSON
HOME FREEZERS
5 YEAR WARRANTY
IN1/AMR LIGHT, operating
signal lights: can be lockeil; four
cu. ft. capacity.

NOW .... $5.95 to $8.95

WOOL r
.

BLACKSTONE WASHERS
%%17'11 WATER PUMP

WOMAN'S FRIEND
WASHERS

PLAY SHOES

NOW .... $2.95 to $8.95
CHILDREN'S

Values Up To
$8.95

Values Up To
$6.95

GUARANTEED 5 YEARS

$113.50

CITY ELECTRIC co.
Appliances -- Wiring -- Radio Repairing and
Sport Goods
205 Commercial
Phone 401

11.4,•••••••••••••••••••••••esaree....444-41.
**44,44-6-4.44.4.04.440.......

.....4.

6

NOW... $1.95 to $3.95
220
LAKE STREET

NOW ... $1.95 to $3.95

FRY'S SHOE STORE

FULTON,
KENTUCKY
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.
1 f:.y at Columbus Satuiday.
to the junction of KY. 94, 1.4 mile,
Cratchf;e1 -1 TZ(...:I from KY 94 ',
1,tit1.. Donna Ecth 011ve vis;tcd northwest of Cayce 4:1
Miss Martha Williams
nUles.
ITS 51, 0.8 r,-..!a2 cast of Crutchfield
with her aunt, Mrs. E. C. Lowry Ian
F6eharei Lowry v.-as on the
Albert Roper Road from KY. 94 5.5 miles.
1'7- hist week but is improvi sl''' week.
thence east to KY. 127, 5.4 tildes.
n :.
Crutchfield Road from CrutchMr and Mrs. P. J. Brann and 1 Mc and Mrs. Elzo Foster, Mr. 0.C. Clinton-Moscow Road from US. 51
field thence north to US 51. 0.5 mile.
David and Mrs. Willie Lou B -ann ,cr,dt. Mr. and Mrs. Buck Moon, and to a road running due south
le
Nylor Road from KY. 94 to th••
grandson
and
,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack miles.
enjoyed a fish slipper at
.
the h°me Foster. and doubter visitech-tElder
Harniony Chorch Road, 3.: mile,
- of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ervin
• Fulton spur Road from KY. 116
T urs- ?and Mrs. E.V. Lowry Sunday.
to
Holland Lane Road from KY. 30day night.
the Terry Road, 0.8 mile.
to the
, Mi.s. Willie Lou Brann spent the
Mrs. Stella Lowry visited
Lattus Road from KY. 309.to a miles. Hickman County line, C.':
Mrsweek
end
with het daughter ..Mrs• road running east
Allene Starks Wednesday a fter•
and west, 3.4
Jimmy Clements and family.
Alexander Lane Road from te.
no
1 Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster and miles.
Troy-Rush Creek Road, thence sout,,
-Mr. and Mrs. Jack• Foster and i
Slough
Road
from
the
and little daughter visited Mr. and • Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and dough- Road to KY. 94, 3 miles. BOndurant to KY. 116, 1.1 miles.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
'
Mrs. Mose Foster and son last ;un- iet
Picture Show Road from KY. 94 to M.eGinnis Lane Road from KY if,
Marion
Jones
son.
and
the Troy-Rush Creek Road ".2
day night.
to the No. 9 Lake Road, 3.6 miles. •
Mr.
Foster.
Mrs.
Elno
and
miles.
and
son
.
„Prom}, Allen Lowry visited dch- spent
Wilson Hill Road from the Dyersthe week,end with Mr. and burg
Noonan Lane Road from KY. 94, ,
ard Lowry last Thursday.
Road to the Bondurant Road,
Mrs.
Edd
Hollis.
to junction withlioper School Road :
Richard Lowry, Mrs. Owen J acIc•
1.6
miles,
Mrs.
Lizzie Foster has. returned
1 mile.
. son, Mrs. Mary Nell 'Gossuni, Mrs.
Helm /toad from KY. 4
home after a visit with her daughUnion Church Road from KY 94 i
Onie .Lo`ere• Mrs. Mildred Butier, ter Mrs, TAelma, Wright whet has Slough Road at Ledford,- -2.1 to the
-mile
s.
to- Rst. Ib6 2.2. miles
Mrs. Jean Foster and little da Ian- been
burii
Road to the Tennessee State
ill hut ts.,ttriproving,
Shaw Road from KY. 94 to the
ter. Mrs. Willie Lou Brann u rcle,
Mr. and Mrs,. Clay Yates and fam- Line, 2.5 miles.
.
Sylvan Shade Road, 2.8 miles.
Marshall Lowry and Elder and We.
Fulton
spent
ily
Sunday
with
Mr. and Mrs.
Cemetery Road from US
No. 9 Lake Road from KY 94 to
E. C. Lowry visited 'Miss Martha Buddy Yates
51 thence along west City limits
and family.
junction of. the Tyler Road, 1.4
Williams last week.
.
Mrs.
Zula
Foster
Fulton
ef
Wyon
from
0.4
miles.
miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Jones and
Harmony Church Road from the
son visited her mother Mrs. L izzie aDotte, Mich., has returned home for Crutchfi
Bondurant Road from KY 94 to
visit
with relatives and friends.
eld Road to the Hickman KY 94 at
Foster Wednesday.
Miller, 6.6 :Miles.
.
county line, 2.1 miles.
Elder and Mrs. E. C. Lo
Tyler Road frcm KY 94 to TenMontgom
ery School Road from nessee State Line
RURAL
IMPROV
w
"
ROAD
EMENTS
shopped in Martin and Fulton Fri2.6 miles
KY. 125, to the Troy Road 2.7 miles.
(Continue from page one)
day.
Sassafras Ridge Road from KY .
Sylvan
Shade
School
Road
from
..,
KY.
94
to
94
point
to a road
a
.2 mile west of KY 94
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor
to the junction of the Mont- River Levee, on top cf Mississippi
..“ Crutchfield, 2.8 miles.
an
2.2 miles.
n spent Sunday with Mr. and ,,,
''S'
Veatch -Road -en:err-the Hampton Vinery_ School .Road, 4.4' miles.
Taylor _near' Cuba.
Hapmton Road from US 51-le
Mt. Carmel
road.from KY Hickman County
Mrs. Susie Bennett has retu , Road to a county road running west 94 to KY 116Church
line, 2 miles.
on Tennessee State
.ne; at Hickma:n. County line. 1.3 miles.
home after a visit with Mrs. B'
Hickman Cemetery road
frcr.-.
'ss
Terry Road from Fulton to the Line, 3.2 miles.
'
e
Foster near Water Valley.
Hickman
to
KY
125,
0.7 mile.
Her.man Road from the Sylvan
Junction
of
mile.
US.
45
.8
Henry: Addition Road from KY
Misses Betty Hodge and
etty .
Shade School Road extending south
- Davis of Union City visited Aisr .Elbo &hoot House road 'from No. to State
125 at Hickman thence west to KY
Line 1.5 miles.
9 Lake- road to the Mississippi LeMartha Williams Sunday.
309,
0.9 mile.
McMurry Road
vee, 1.3 miles.
from Sylvan
Shuff Road from KY 166 tosKY
Mrs. E. C. Lowry has nice fr
Shade School Road to the Troy- 116
Lane
Yers
from•-KY
Road
313
thence
.
for sale.
on Tennessee State Line
2
Rush Creek Road, 2.6 miles.
west. 1.5 miles.
miles.
Mrs. Estelle Brann. Mrs. )nie .
Thompson-Fields Road from- US
Point
Long
Road
Bondura
from
nt
Pewitt
Road
from
KY 94 extend• Lowry. Mrs. Jack Foster Mrs. Loto the •Mt. Carmel Road, 2.4 ing south
road to a point .3 mile north of 51
,...,iles.
to KY 168, 2.2 miles.
' lit Mai Foster, Mrs. Stella Lc, vry, Tenness
ee State Line, 1.6 miles. Ashlock
Road
from
the Sassafras
Mrs'. Dessle Starks Mrs. Alberta reeDyersburg Road from KY,309
John Townsend Road from the
/or,' Mrs. Maurine Yates, Mrs. Liz- Troy
the Tennessee State Line, 4 to Ridge road to the Mississippi Le•
Road
to
Tenness
the
State
ee
vee,
2.8
miles
ale Foster and Mrs. Lissie For sto- 1
Troy Road from KY. 125 to juncine 1 7 miles
Sycamore Road from KY 94. to
shopped in Fulton Saturday.
Liberty Church Road from KY. tion of a county road on Tennessee the Mississippi - River Levee, 1.5 I
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler
State Line. 5.2 miles.
miles.
ited Elder and Mir. E. C. Lowryline
3.7 miles. Saturday night.
'
Jorckm
road .from the Montgom.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Williams vfe- ery school road to a county road
ited Mr. and Mrs. Auther Wilrams ,it Tennessee 'tate Line, 2 miles.
Sunday.
•
' Troy-Rush Creel* Road troin KY.
Ntr and NI! s. W. A. Critt,mden and 116 to KY. 94 northwest of Cayce..
family and Mr. and Mrs. Dean Wi!- ,
nnles.
liarrs and family enioyed a fist)
Roprr School Road from KY. 94
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Just Received!
A Large Stock Of

Hardwood Floonng

at
ud

o.•

)R
of

Holds over tau
pounds of food,
enough to reed a
fam•is 'of

four
for tuo weeks:

Freezes 1! to 18
pounds of

meat

or poultr!.- up
to 10 pounds of
properly

Prowes.ed vegetables

•

A• R• STEPHENS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
307 College
Phone 1109

ISIAN

ENJOY BETTER THRIFTIER, EASIER
LIVING WITH THE NEW

FROSTMASTER

a

Announces The Installation
of All New Pressing
Equipment - - And Now
Gives You The Best
And Most Modern Machines
IN THE NATION
Give us a try - - convince Yourself

have gone to considerable expense in re-_ placing our ENTIRE PRESSING MACHINER
Y
SPECIAtTY:z with-brand-new and ultra-modern equipment in
- order to give our thousands of patrons throughout the Ken-Tenn area the same kind of work
that metropolitan laundries turn out. The next
time you send your laundry to Parisian, examine the BETTER PRESSING WORK we
do on
Collars
Cuffs
Dresses
Trousers
Overalls
ALL OF YOUR BUNDLE!
We Pickup and Deliver: Phone 14

OUR
BEAUTIFULLY REFINISHED

3

SHIRTS
5

The Crosley FROSTMASTER OFFERS THESE
FEATURES:
Easy-to-lift cover with automatic safety catch.
Table-top work surface of linoleum.
Flush-to-floor construction. No mopping underneath.
Consumes no more current than an electric
refrigerator.
Steel-and-aluminum construction ... Fiberglas insulation.
36 inches high, 261/2 inches deep. 29'4 inches
wide: Capacity 3.2 cubic feet.
IMMEMATE DELIVERY

. WILLIAMS HARDWARE (O.
207 East Fourth
Fulton
inamsimpinualaiiimagrampi:4".aituritrvumws40.6

s

In our business, the saying goes
"if you can finish a shirt well,
you can do anything well." Our
new and specialized shirt Machines are the nation's most modern. AII we a_sk:

GIVE

A ,TRIAL!

PARISIAN
LAMRY
PHONE 14

FULTON

,
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One way of harvesting more green
Am I eligible for a loan
corporation laws of the state of G. I. Bill.
?
school
farming.
]
ing
of
them
attend
cy is seeding green crops to
e
curren
while
operat
ty
guaran
and
ons
ze
provisi
faimers organi
Other characteristics of farmer 7:.,ritucky except wherediffer.
as proA. Yes
check winter's currents.
cooperative law
for their owit-Mutual benefit
the
of
in
them
help
which
atives
cooper
of
basQ. In determining eligibility
ducers—on a non-profit or cost
purpose for which
The farmer who keeps green
necessaary carrying out the
.parents for death compensaiont as
is, after allowing for the mainten- they were authorized and formed,
dents of a deceased veteran, cover on his fields locks the "bar'depen
ative
cooper
expenses of operation and
ve
their
preser
and to
e
deduc- nature were included in the origi'are proceeds of National Servic ren" door before the soil is stolen.
ance and other authorized
Life Insurance considered as inInstead of nal Bingham Cooperative MarketKeeping Tennessee green in wintions for expansion, etc.
me?No.
coA
for ing Act. This act was passed by the
profit
a
make
has its good "points" in any
to
ter
up
Difset
atives
Cooper
being
How Do Farmers
are set uf Kentucky Legislature in 1922. Practhey
tive,
coopera
nity improvement contest.
sses?
eommu
Busine
the
Other
fer From
farmers to help
all farmer cooperatives in
Farmer cooperatives differ from and operated by more money ou.. tically ky operate under revisions
is one way
crops
sod
if
use
,Good
Kentuc
other business corporations in that themselves make
of improving sad crops.
of the original act.
I
July is the time to plan for winBriefly some of the provisions of
must
which
laws,
ter cover—field cover that is.
these Kentucky
be followed by cooperatives incorThe Only Fireproof Part Of Your Home
This is an essay on bees and huporated under them, are:
man beings, with some pointed camcan
on,
operati
house
rofit"
your
"non-p
be
in
Must
1,
Everything
parisona, and I hope the little honto help members, as producers.
ey makers v;on't be offended.
burn tonight--except your fire
2. Must have at least 5 directors.
I became an apiarist the other
elected by the members from the day. An amateur, of course. Two
insurance protection. With the
membership.
hives would hardly qualify anybuilding and all the household
PERFECT
3. Must permit only agricultural body as a professional, would they?
you
glad
be
rs.
you'd
clover
membe
be
ashes,
to
sweet
goods in
producers
Noticing much
DIANIOND
4, Must .consist of 20 or more per- growing on the place, Cousin R‘y
bought full coverage. A very
' sons engaged in the production of Galloway, out here to fish in our
RINGS
small premium provides coveragricultural products.
ponds, remarked that we ought to
not permit any stock capitalize the clover nectar by putMust
5.
ings.
furnish
home
ly guaranteed in
your
i-Doub
age on
holder to own more than 1-20th of ting bees to work making honey
writing to be perfect;
Ask today about rates.
the common stock of the coopera- for us. He even volunteered to give
regiiitered
tive.
us a couple of swarms.
6. Must not permit any member
Our clover fields had been furn- Evening and Street
in the owner'. name:
revote,
one
Leigh
than
to have more
ishing ray; material for Editor
makers
imured agaimit
honey
gardless of the amOunt of stock he Harris's urban
Shoes Expertly Dyed
•
CY
AGEN
low by fire•or theft:
ANCE
owns.
INSUR
which flew four miles . for it.
Want your evening slippers to
,Bees, you know, will go four to
FULTON
7. Must have one er more regular liive miles for nectar, if they have
4-One uniform national
208 3lain
match a new evening gown?
membership meetings each year. , to. Scout bees fly long digtances in
price on waled-on tag.
a
with
go
to
liable
dyed
rs
shoes
Want
8. Must not hold membe
h of blossoms, and upon find'searc
to
ative
to
cooper
the
Come
of
or dress?
See awn, at rooir
for the debts
ing them in worth-while quantities, new suit
A I.THORIZED
3n amount greater than the stock they return to the hive and report
consult our
and
BROS.
HT
WRIG
held; and including any unpaid bal- their discoveries. Then the whole'
"XOyailly."
experts. If it can be done—we'll
ance on promissory notes, and ac- colony gets busy.
J ELEA'S
you
tell
we'll
coopera
can't
the
if
it
In
it;
do
cumulated equities
are providing runways at the
We
or
stocks
by
ented
trial!
a
repres
y. Give us
tive not
little arched doors of the hives-- honestl
certificates.
landing fields, to be exact. A bee
Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:
when
TIN SHOP
9. Must not issue stock to a pur- can take off anywhere, but
returning heavy laden with nectar
, chaser until paid. for in full.
e.
10. Must not permit the transfer it is like an overloaded airplan in
Shoe Repair Service
ion
of common stock of the cooperativel Honey bees achieve perfect
cto anyone not qualified to be a team work as well as in manufa s 210 Conunarcial Ave.
turing the finest sweets we human
membzr
of
Fulton
11. Must prepare and file Articles know about. The only members
224 Lake St.
ary
Secret
the swarm that do no industrial '
of Incorporation with the
whose!
to
queen,
and
ments
king
the
amend
are
any
work
cf State, also
function is propagation.
Articles.
No loafing is tolerated. Ever•
12. Must file a certified copy of worker bee has to do his job. And
the Articles of Incorporation with cooperation is just abcnit perfect
the dean of the college of agriclulOne extremely hot night I was
Fulton, Kentucky
ture, University of Kentucky.
Carr and Third Streets
with Editor Harris in his apiary,
30
within
laws
by
adopt
13. Must
and heard a steady buzzing sounu
days after incorporation.
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
coming from the hives.
14. Must abide by the general
"Are young bees getting ready
PHONE 7
to swarm?" I inquired,
"No that's the aircooling system
WAI.TER VOELPEL
BEAK
HORN
PAUL
Licensed Funeral
at work. Some of the bees are fanl
Funera
ed
Licens
ning fresh air into the hive. They
Director and Embalmer
Embalmer
and
r
Directo
fan
work in relays. One crew will
MRS. J. C. YATESthe hive with their wings for a
Lady Assistant
anoththen
time,
of
certain length
goes
This
over.
take
will
crew
er
Contract Funeral Home
for
en all night, or until the temperaASSN.
ture eases down. The relay system
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL
be
not
is timed .perfectly.-It could
"
cloek
a
had
better if the bees
There are no labor troubles a
mong honey bees. No strikes. No
picket lines to keep willing Workers
away from their jobs. And every
member of the 'Colony works for
the con'imon good, for the-etvelfare •
of the communit7,-. Even when young
Lees swarm and go out in search of
a new home, there are no disputes
no disagreements. Maybe it is dis
cipline, You may call it instinct.
Whatever it is that determines the
action of bees, we know these inS
TEE
RAN
R
sects have something human beings
REGULAR PRICES --- REGULA GUA
have too little of.
If we humans here in Kentucky
had one-tenth as much community
.:ooperation as bees, the state would
be ten times ds good a place to livc
irt

I

es

FACTS ABOUT FARM'
COOPERATIVES

'

ATKINS, HOLMAN AND FIELDS

SMALLMAN

WRIGHT BROS.

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind

Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502 Olive Street Fulton, Ky.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

REFRIGERATORS
ELEORIC RANGES
WASHING MACHINES
ALL MAKES - MODELS - SIZES
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

The Home of

-

Good Chili

CASH or TERMS at

ROPER ELECTRIC
Phone 907

324 Walnut St.

Mary is a Popular PARTY LINER*

* Feed"e
She's considerate of others
She never interrupts
when line is in use
She releases line in emergency
She gives party called
time to answer

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Immeeporated

--.1.namivalmommompwaramore

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

HICKORY LOG
B A Ra-B-PQ

VETERANS NEWS
ome, farm or business loans
n otiated under guaranty provis
ions of the G, I. Bill may be repaid any time before their due date
without premium or fee, loan guaranty officials at the Veterans Administration Branch Office in Columbus, O., explained today,
Although a G. I. loan contract
calls for amortization in specified
monthly payments over a certain
period of years, the law permits a
veterans to repay the loan before
its due date by increasing payments
or by making a large cash payment
at any time.
Repayments may be made without premium or fee for all or any
part of the indebtedness. Advance
payments must not be less than the
amount of one installment or $100
whichever is the lesser amount.
. vance payment will result in
idd
saA
substantial .savings in interest, VA
The duration of any G. I. loan
depends upon terms of the contract
between the veteran and the lending institotion. The maxiMum limits for repayment are 25 years on
home or business real estate loan,
40 years on a farm real estate loan
and 10 years on a non-real estatc
loan. However the contract may
call for repayment of the loan within a lesser period of years depending on conditions and the lender's
judgment The loan must be repali
within the time limit specified in
the loan agreement.
••••
Veterans wearing artificial limbs
should have in their possession a
Prosthetic Service Card issued by
the Veterans Administration, officials at the VA's branch office In
Columbus O., said today.This card
enables the amputee-veteran to get
immediate repair service at government expense up to $35 without
prior approval of VA.
••••
Q. How long must a veteran of
World War II be totally disabled to
be entitled to a waiver of premiums
on -his National likTvice Life Ins
surance?,
A. A veteran must have been totally disabled for six or more consecutive months before he makes
an application for waiver.
Q. I am attending school under
the educational provisions of the

108 East Fourth Street

PAINT THOSE

SCREENS!

A jos block protective enam•
ol of highest quality. Covers
trim as well as screen ..
won't clog th• m•sh. Easily
applied ond drifts quickly.
Prevents rust clod corrosion.

1

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 CHURCH ST.

PHONE 35

1

SOFTBALL STANDLNGS
to
Management department has sent m
W L Pat.
:
these clubs heating elements, ther
Team
6 1 .857
ostats and a complete set or in- Huddleston
NN
5 I .833
structions for the rearing of th.:
VFW
1THE FULTON NEWS KEN-TE
n
3 2 .60int
birds. These clubs will be give Methodist
3 3 .50N t
s
ample information as to the date Baptists
3 3 .54atf
of the arrival of their birds so that American Legion
1 3 .250
brooder houses and keepers may Le Henry I. Seigel
1 4 .•200
•
ISCS
_
prepared.
0 5 .1)(r.
By A. J. DANIRON
•_
if the good hatch continues, it Browder Mill
diwas pointed out, and barring a
I
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AT 1NDANAROLI5 MCHON ‘,PLEC‘NAyBORN
. ,-„t the Oilers 5.-4.
in the young quail, the Diyise
seas
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Kitty League Standings
.
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E
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Fulton's new hurler, Demp both
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seas
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ed up good in
s
show
club
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who
able
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N
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HMAN,
( As of Wednesday)
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locals,
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Takes Over First Place
; his appearances with the
with the expected resultant incre s
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the
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no
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s
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d
he
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all
all
free
to
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Team
in number to be
tills for this weeks softb
s.
29 12 .70g
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, big sticks of the Owensboro Oiler
fall.
this
follotvs:
t•
the
in
27 16 .&21t
:
'Going into the ball game
Owensboro ..... .
Games last Monday night
t
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out
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22 11.1
430 000 2-9 6 6 !fourth inning he stru
oxi- Union City
Baptist
appr
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nts
the
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3
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first
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'21
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The
two
123 002 0-8
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tiun Madisonville .......
18 22 .450
out allowing a hit . . .
!rriately 2,000 Junior Conservas at Fulton
t;
Batteries: Baptist—Collins, Scut 'game with pithhing. Ile was sent Vs'
camp
visit
18 23 .4391
I !Club- boys who will
I and that's
Lake Cairo
Damron, Bone.
16 26 ..3S1
Bale Hollow and Kentucky of the Clarksville
Hadad. Fulton by Washington. First base
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as
reIllinois Central—Clayton;
his
mer
n
sum
give
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15 28 .34?
duri
defeated ' man Shoemake was
now Mayfield
s
In he second game VFW
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score lease this week and Skipper Burn
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outthe Amer
enjoying the thrills of
'has taken over the first base datunc10 to 5.
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0 10 2 ies again.
0-1
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Boys from the Fifth Distr
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ed.
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-Y F W
Thom
4
11
5
Dale
001 301 0-up-with an
Arner. Legion.
opened their week's stay at ax,
Finley. kids, was out of the line
Sund
Batteries: VFW—Ruddle; Jobe. ; injured hand during the home game,
Hollow's two camps last
r,
Firs.
iste
the
McAl
from
and it was a sight
Legion—Carter;
June 6, while boys
TY MUD,
VFW was I last weekend,
at Ken,
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SANITARY HOSE and SOX

$165

'et

essentials
Itetliorih grooming
$1 00 each plus TOta
for men'
....•••• •
*2.00
Iiandsome gift se
sp $7.00 plus War

PLNI

TENNIS RACQUETS, BALLS
TENNIS NETS
BADMINTON SETS
TABLE TENNIS SETS

New ... and just for him

RACQUET PrkESSES

YARDLEY

foicyne
FOR MEN

THERMOS JUGS
MINNOW BUCKETS
PORTABLE ICE BOXL.S
PORTABLE RADIOS
CHARCOAL STOVES
F OWING BOAT S
FOLDING BALL SEATS
MOSQUITO HEAD NETS

- to
A refreshing new scent
bottle
a man's taste -4 oz.

JOHN DEERE
ModerM"Tractor

GUNS IN sTocia
12 gauge
Sportsmen's Automatic
gauge
.410
16,
12,
,
Guns
Pump
gauge
Single Shots 12 16, 20, .410
SHOTGUN SHELLS
410 to 12 04 Shot 2 to 8

1E SS

CITY ELECT-RIC co.
205 Commercial

Hairdressing
Men's Deodorant
Men's Hand Soap
liquid Shoving Soap
$1.00 each plus tax

THE

E VESTS
NYLON PUP TENTS -- LIF

Co.

M
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igota
anv.isnc
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no
Sheci
5
to
Men's Talc

Phone 401

:og
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no other small tractor offer
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Come in and get full infor

"OLD SPICE"
"KINGS MEN"
Sets, $2;$3, $5

CITY DRUG COMPANY

WILLIAMS HOWE. CO:
FULTON
PHONE 189
Fourth Street

OHN DEERE •"AC (Pa.

Mote

C. H. McDaniel, Pharmacist: Owner
408 Lake Street

Phones 70 - 428
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DUKEDOM
Mrs, Wilson Cannon
lairs. Claude Nelson'. Mrs. Emma
kjray.ront and Mrs. Albert Caldwell
*.it Pilot Oak flew to West Virginia
lust Tucsday to attend the wed:
ding of Citarles Grissom Tuesday
*eventing at 8 p. m.
Vinson Cannon who is working
uit Jackson for a few weeks spent
the weekend with his wife and
IlaatecThose from here that attended
the horsoshow in Martin Thursday
night were: Mr and Mrs. Phil Parkkfr, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Puckett,
Chile Aldridge and Ben Winston.
hers. Clovis Nanny of Fulton
,spent Thursday night and- Friday
‘arith her daughter, Mrs. Junior
House and family.
Ray Stafford of Latham spent
Senclay night with his grandparwars, Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Woodneat
'
Dirs. Wilson Cannon and daughlam Sandra spent Tuesday of last
week with Mrs. Ilarold Carr and
SOIUTHERN WAFFLES
Manny.
Here's the way to make breakBar. and Mrs. Leon Fawlkner
-and Mikie spent Saturday night fast something special — waffles
with Mr. and Mrs. Ben Fawlkne; - Mare- &en- the- Tr-earl-est- morning
_the_
_aged
Raeris. ----- sary energ to get
family off
y
Mrs: Harry Watt visited
Mrs. to an early morningthe
Serve
start.
Junior House Saturday, afternoon.
steaming hot coffee as the perfect
la4rs. Hobart Woodruff and Mrs. compa
nion
for
Powell Webb were in Martin Fri
Southern Waffles
day on business.
1 17S cups flour
Max Cannon
spent
Tharsda,,
4 teaspoons baking powder
night with Mikie Fawlkner and
teaspoon salt
torruied the show.
2 ,eggs
Jif.r McCall of near Sedalia spell'
:. cup sweet milk
4 tablespoons melted fortified
Ant week with his grandparents
margarine
Iltr. and Mrs. Dackery Webb.
Mrs. George Cunningham is still
Sift flour, baking powder and
-a 'patient at Haws Hospital and is salt together twice. Separate eggs,
beat egg whites until very light,
doing nicely.
and the yolks until- thick. Add milk
The Midway baseball team beat
egg yolks and stir in dry ingredito
Dukedom 12 to 3 Sunday afternoon
ents, beating well. Add the melted
.xt Browns Park.
margarine. Mix well. Fold in
We vvant to express our thanks
beaten egg whites. Bake in hot
to all those helped us win second
waffle
iron and serve with a genlailtaee in the Baby Contest. We cererous supply of melted margarine
tainly appreciate it.
marga
or
rine squares. Yields 5 or
6 waffles. .
'ANN
For other taste-tempting recipes
write today for your free copy of
PALESTINE
the two-color, 32-page recipe bookMrs. Leslie Nugent
let, "Mealtime Magic," to National
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley, Cotton Council, P. O. Box 18,
Ur. and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon
Memphis 1, Tenn.
and son, Dan attended Children
varamTarmr-0-asmearameNnawaasraMISM
.S

C. B. Caldwell is on the sick
Mrs. Louie Bard and Mrs. list. with maturity not to exceed 33 yeaiN
Lcl..
to be secured by applicant's
Boaz visited the Gilkeys
at the .ittity in the farm
plus necessary
home cff Mr. and hIrs. Gus
Browd
idditional coil/stem!, if any.
er Tuesday afternoon.
It
would
permit a loan without reJames Browder of West
Point,
quirin
g
a
first
lien.
Miss., spent the week end
with
Rather than such a "gigantic"
home folks.
new program of government loans,
Mrs. Harry Murphy Mrs.
Turk and daughter of Bardw Zenada AFBF re,-ommends that farmers raShannon Murphy arrived ell-and ly on existing credit facilities for
Sunday night from Milton, home housing loans. These include inFla.
dividuals, banks, insurance com
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collie
family spent Sunday after r and panies, agencies of the Farm Credit
noon at Administration and
Reelfoot Lake.
the Farmers
The Homemakers club will meet Home Administration.
Inflation
Fridav afternoon (today) at
1:30 at
Speaking of inflation, it's got
the Community Center.
Washington
-.Mr. -and Mrs. Robert Watts
visit- gain. Gover officialdom worried aed Rev. and Mrs. Mann Hill
nment is saddled with
in a national
Mayfield Sunday afternoon.
debt of about $252,000,000,000 and is spending over
$40
000,000,000 a year as a peacetimeFARMING IN WASHINGTON
budget. Last week, the danger sig(Continued front page four)
nals rnultiplied. Treasury
SecretarY
ing a sound Extension Service
Snyde
and will r warned that debt reduction
Capper-Lenroot-Anderson Bill, the
probably come to an end, an,1
be replaced by deficit financing.
basic measure on farm credit.
IIAFI1F on Housing
declared that the cumulative effect
of
ERP, income tax reduetion and
Rural hosing provisions of Title
VII
of the Taft-Wagner-Ellender rearmament will not show up until late fall,
Housing Bill, S. 896, are inflat
iony-and• should be deletect-This
Simultaneously:- -Federal' ReServ‘•
is
what H. Willis Tobler, of AFBF' Board officials revealed that con
s
Washington Office, told the House sumer credit attained a new record
I3anking and Currency Ciammittee high in April, standing 28 percvn
t
in a statement submitted last week. higher than last Year. These offic
Ple said the bill's loan provisions ials predicted that at least one oo'
would encourage farmers to over- of every four families will probably overspend its income this
extend their credit.
year.
The measure woula 'authorize the What can farmers do about this
situat
ion?
That's
easy, say officials.
Agriculture Secretax to make loans
Invest heavily in U. S.
Savings

THE

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
RUM
GIN
L1QUERS
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fultcln

•

So you've dreamed of building—a-new
long time. And now you're ready to home for a long,
go ahead. (Or
maybe you're just going to remodel
the one you have.)

Services at Wesley' Chureh Sunday
inorning.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard, Mr and
Mrs. Harve3 Pewitt, Mrs. hlary
Hrowder. Mac Pewitt, Eugene Bard,
Jimmy Wallace, Dickle Collier Mr.
and Mrs. Glyn Bard. Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Pewitt and son drove to
Kentucky Lake after Sunday school
Sunday and spent the day.
Dian Wright returned home from
Jones Clinic Friday after being a
Dawson Springs
patient there several days with
virus penumonia.
Bath House
Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Mineral Water Baths for Malaria Lola B. and Norma Inman. Altie,
n Holmes atRheumatism Neuritis, Arthritis
tended a birthday dinner Sunday
•
H. E. ROBINETT, Prop,
at the home of Mr and Mrs. Joe
Roach at Water Valley given
in
honor of the latters mother, Mrs
D-awson Springs, Ky. Fred
Hopkins.
_Poplar and Munn Sts.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Gilke3Routes 62, 109
Chickasha, Okla., arrived Tuesd
ay!
Phone 3041 for reservations
night and are the house guests
of
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder.

is BY GENERAL ELECTRIC
FACT
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Bonds and limit your buying
ta non-profit institutions
strict necessities.
and
,seholarships and fellowships give
; .ience Foundation
to in' dividuals. It would support
research
Establishment
of
a National for the armed servic
es.
It would
;eience Foundation seemed one
loser to reality last week, as step set up commissions to deal with
H. R. particular branc
i0O7, a bill to aecomplish this
hes of science. This
pur- national science progr
pose, was reported to the
am would be •
House. designed to stimul
The Senate has already
ate the type of
passe
d
a
resear
ch which produced atome..
similar bill.
energy and whigh has
The proposed Foundation
would able long-term signif immeasurmake research grants and
icance for
loans to farmers.
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You've made and discarded a hundred
plans, but there's one thing common to
all of them.
Built-in features that enable you to
make the- most
of today's electrical conveniences.

-
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LIGHTING DAVYJONE61
LOCKER! NEW LAMP BULB

DEVELOPED BY GENERAL ELEC
TRIC LIGHTING
EXPERTS VVILL WITHSTAND PRES
SURES OF MODERN
DEEP-SEA DIVING. ITSMYS LIGHTED 700

FEETDOWN.,

BUTTER!

FOR
SPECIAL COMPARTMENT'
IN 6-E DE LUXE
REFRIGERATORS KEEPS
BUTTER FROM GETTING
TOO HARD—ANOTHER
OF THE THOUGHTFUL
EXTRAS'IN G-E PRODUCTS.

77... small evmhaiti in the floar plan Am...
hon. swage. where dera.cal mallets
anal
...,tehe. foe 1.qhm and appliar
wm mar
he installed ta ass., Alma..
raimile

Liam aa

Be sure that Adeiluate Wiring* is
evident in every
room. Adequate Wiring is as esse
ntial as plenty of
closet space, and r-o-o-m to live
in. Only then can
you be sure your up-to-the-minute
home will remain
up-to-the-minute—more comfortable
and convenient
to live in, and with peak sale
and rental value.
Specify Adequate Wiring while
your home is still in
the blueprint stage. It's easi
er than adding it later.

FREE BOOKLET( Write
or call oor rossrest
office,for a copr
cos Adequate Wiring
Manual. See how easily,
and inerprnouvely
you ran nuska sure
you, house is wired
for famsorrow's holm!.

*Adequate Wiring

20—YEAR
VETERANS I

--

G-E PUMP MOTORS ON
,GIACONE BROTHERS'
CALIFORNIA FARM
0-1AVE GIVEN 20 YEARS'
STEADY SERVICE.

LARGE ENOUGH ENTRA
No.6 wire or bigger, to NCE WIRE
power to all lights and carry enough
appliances you
expAct to own.

0"1 '30 0
00
00
00
00

ENOUGH CIRCUITS — To prevent
ovorionding onywhine in your hones.

__

0:a

al

(pc) 0 o
ritNre

OF OUTLETS AND
...Hare them where you wantSWITCHES
them, so
as to aro the most !glee
for your eat- "
easily dollar.

gm cam patyour confideseeh,—

GENERA.L
411Now

ELECTRIC

Patil WeftSow...NBC Ilskass* Ilmag

Coati

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPAN
Y
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OUTDOOR FURNITURE
Turns Your Yard into an Extra Room!

""
S

6. My Happiness
2. You Can't be true dear 7. Baby Face
3. Little White Lies
8. Dickey Bird Song
4. Toolie, Oolie Doolie
9. Woody Woodpecker
(The Yodel Polka)
10. Tell Me a Story
5. Now is the hour

lawn is not expensive, and adds a colorful
note to the real comfort you get out of it.
Treat the family to a comfortable sununer
outdoors this year ... select your pieces

Your outdoor lawn is truly an extra room
all summer long ... not only in the evenings and on Sunday afternoons, but almost all
__._dair ... everyday ... for the famLly! Good, substantial furniture for your

;IN

1. Nature Boy

NOW from our varied stocks.
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records) LISTEN TO OUR PRO
GRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7: P. M. Over WNGO for the latest records.

TORE
Fulicin

e ,
,••••••,

SOLID OAK FOLDING LAWN CHAIRS

)ng,

They're built for seasons of pleasant outdoor living! Sturdy,
solid oak, folding chairs with arms, slat seats and,backs and
varnished wood. These chairs are regular $3.10 values.
TWO FOR $5
OUR SPECIAL PRICE.
$16.50
Wood Gliders
$22.50
Metal Gliders

(Or

ve.)

(A_

-

STEEL LAWN CHAIRS

COMFORTABLE ROCKERS

Strong, durable, colorful tubbular in white and green or
white and red. Buy several
of each for real color and
comfort in your lawn group.
Each $5.95
Pair $11

Fine for house, porch or lawn.
Cane or slat seats, slat backs,
varnished wood; strongly reinforced for comfort and durability. Regular price $9.95
Our Special Price: $6.95

STAY C-0-0-1.
DURING THE NIGHT
--GET A NEW

1

.afre

STEAMER CHAIRS
canvas

colorful

Heavy,

SLAT SHADES
The

cloth on sturdy wood frame.

shade on

comfortable

Wonderfully

sunny

Five, six. seven

for porch or yard lounging!

for

porch

afternoons.
and

eight-

foot %; idths; each 7 feet long.

$3.95 to $4.95 values.

Price includes installation on

(loseout While 'They Last

3our porch.

$1.29

Z

thing

ideal

$7.95 to $10.95

SECO
WINDOW
FA N
Easily installed in the bottom half of
your bedroom window! Four heavV
18-inch blades set in a 24-inch metal
frame with enameled protective grille.
Two-speed motor. Fan can be removed
and replaced easily.
C031PLETE $64.95

GARDEN HOSE

THERMOS JUG

The good-quality hose is now back

All-metal reinforced shell

on the market minus all substitutes

genuine thermos construction in-

and war time makeshifts.

side. Keeps cold liquids cold or

Best

hot liquids Mit for hour§

Grade

Garden

Hose, 25-foot

lengths .
Best

Grade

$4.95
Garden

Hose. 50-foot

lengths

$9.00

Other Garden Hose, 25 foot lengths

with

and

hours. Ideal thing for trips and
weekends at the lakes. One gallon
and two-gallon sizes.
THERMOS BOTTLES in

quart

and pint sizes.

$3.95
Other Garden Hose, 50-foot lengths
$5.00

..1•1•11•••••••=•••

st=

tlz

is

A practical addition to your porch or

m.,;;;

la.vn group:

JUST ARRIVED!

METAL OUTDOOR

CLOPAY

TABLE

VENETIAN BLINDS
These

economy-

popular

priced blinds are just what
you need for admitting air
without sunlight to
sizes

10.95

your

now

in

rooms. All
stock: 26, 30, 32, 34 and 36inch widths; each blind 64-

,01101.0116,,
,e
.
,
,,F,
,,,..0.0.

$3.75

ess

warm

•

ref0efflt.

S
4ONNSONI

_114MHO_
39#

"leo

fornlhers, wo•dwerlr

JOHNSON'S

WAX

WARm wEATHER!

ELECTRIC FANS FOR EVERY PURSE & PURPOSE

Circu(As pictured, minus umbrella)
lar top, heavy metal in colorful red or

8-inch DOlqINION, 1 speed, non-oscillating; 4 alininum blades

green enamel; extra-sturdy construc-

12-inch POLAR CUB; 1 speed, oscillating; 4 aluminum blades

$1:7.50

tion; built to weather the elements.

10-inch GENERAL ELECTRIC; 1 speed, oscillating

$17.95

Another colorful piece that will add

10-inch SAMSON RUBBER BLADED Safety Fan; 1 speed, oscillating

$21.95

a lot to a lawn group.

12-inch SPARTON; 2 speeds, oscillating

$21.95

12-inch ARCTIC-AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating

$33.5t;

16-inch ARCTIC AIRE; 3 speeds, oscillating

$45.00

16-inch EMERSON; 3 speeds, oscillating GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS

$42.50

$10.95

inches long. Price per window, INSTALLED as low as

r0 BEAT

7forItiefedeptiatrav-40,-/

10-inch POLAR CUB; 1 speed, oscillating

$5.95
$12.95

12-inch EMERSON; 2 speeds, oscillating, GUARANTEED FIVE YEARS

$29.50

10-inch EMERSON; 1 speed, oscillating, GUARAN'TEED FIVE YEARS

$24.75

JOHNSON'S WAX

PALM-BREEZE FLOOR FANS; 1 speed, lots of air

Gives rich wax lustre, protects
against wear, simplifies cleaning. 590
Polish•s quickly and •asily.

tubular stand
$59.95
16-inch WINDOW FANS for kitchen, bedroom or sitting room (motor, blades and

$49.95
MODERNAIRE adjustable position variable speed fan; 16-inch blades chrome

circular frame only)

$29.95

-
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Meet The Prize-winners In The News' Baby Contest

:/'

First Prize 4125.00

Second Prize $75.00

JOHNNIE BOB WATTS

SANDRA SUE CANNON

.--0.f.
_.____ .."'"
•
__.. _____._—_
Third Prize $50.00
DANNY KAY siarrOttD

Fourth Prize IMO

Fifth Prize S15.00

Sixth Prize $10.00

.
NANCY MAY LANCASTER
TWINS
REBECCA LYNN.BUSHART
__
_
_____.
&-aurday night, last. marked the •on of Mr. and.„Mrs. J. B. Watts,' your baby's picture please drop in , ministration Hospital at Fort Ben-1
ova,
the past several years.
Things
Are Different
close of out exciting baby contest.' Route 4 Fulton. Sandra S.ue Can- ' our office when you comeato Fulton1 jamin Harrison Indiana.
I For hours after the wreck there
At Ihat time the curtain was rung non, daughter of Mr. and Mks. Wil-(and it will be given to you.
(Continued from front page)
"Attenlion Men! The Billings VetII was a vigil at the tragic scene to
down on a most interesting news- son Cannon, Dakedom, was se:•"We were switohing from the: find the body of "Peck" Newton,
erans Administration Hospital at
giaper.feature.
ond. Danny Ray Stafford, son of Mr.'
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana,! passing track to pick up two bo:: , as wrecking crews from railroad
The first prize winner turned up and Mrs. Alonzo Stafford, Latham, Final Tabulation of Votes,needs Hospital Attendants. These ,(ars destined foesFulton. Ky. We
centers over the 'entire area haulin the person Of Johnnie Bob Watts. was third. The Neely Twins (Linda
positions pay .$1.2 per month with already had a Nal car and two tank ed away the shriveled masses ef
, Lou and Mary Sue), daughters of In Our Baby Catnpaign
many additional attractive working cars on the trai5 going out to Biggs iron and steel
!Qr. and Nirs. Jim Neely, Rt. 3, Johnnie Bob Watts
499 775 conditions. Older men in the 40 and i (five miles from Rives.) We had
Newton's body was found Wed Martin Tenn. fourth; Nancy May Sandra Sue Cannon ..
398,123,50 year group are particularly ask-1 the green light and were proceed- nesday morning burned and crush.
Lancaster, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Ray Stafford
ing
as
given
will
be
vve
Veterans
always
had in my thirty ed beneath the hills of burning box
333,550 I ed to apply.
Johnnie Lancaster, Fulton, fifth and Neely Twins
292 525 first preference in appointment. If years of service on the line. Then cars
directly
amassed
that
Rebecca Lynn Bushart daughter of Nane-y May Lancaster
in
all
of
or
a
call
write
interested.
sudden
are
the
you
terrific crash, in front of the station. It was re282.536
air. and Mrs. Neal Bushart, Rt. 3. Rebecca Lynn Bushart
. 281,125 person at the Personnel Office of explosion and screeching brakes ported that Peck had cleared tho
Fulton was sixth.
Margaret Ann Adams
247,42.5 , the Billings Veterans Admniistra. and before I knew it I was crawling train and was standing on the platFULTON, KY.
There were a number of others Gayle Moore Dillon
218,175 tion Hospital at Fort Benjamin Harr through the cab to free myself from form of the station when the care.
who just missed winning a prize by Sandra Ray Fulcher
the wreckage. We had no warning collided and spiralled into the air
210.225 rison, Indiana."
FRI. - SAT.
the narrowest sort of margins and Howard Dwayne Vaughan ..187,400
that another train was approach- pinning him beneath the debris
their parents deserve special praise Winfred E. McMorries
143 050
as they fell.
Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Carter and! ing."
Double Feature
for the splendid showing their litt:e Archie Wayne Kyle
123.250 daughter
Martha of Scottsville, I Interviews with other members
Hours after the accident the tank
ones made in the face of the keenes, Glenn Ray Moss
117,725 were guests of her sister, Mrs. J. E. of the switch engine crew revealed cars that had been seeping gasoline
gort of competition.
Wednesday,
Johnnie Mack Luther
They
were
Hannephen
,
that
115,800
they had no notification of the exploded. resulting in terric fire
In closing, we wish to express ou- David B. McAlister
112,675 enroute to Halls. Tenn., where Rev. approaching freight and naturalie hazards to the community. Fire
deep appreciation to all the 'Workers Janie Murchison
97,475 Carter assisted in the funeral of assumed that the green light was fighting apparatus from South FulART
whose never-ceasing efforts made Jo Ann Ritter'
57.800 Cant. Fred I. Hurt, Jr.. which was their signal to move on. They were fbn. Union City and other nearbythis campaign the splendid success Glenn Edward Walker
80,025 held Thursday. Capt. Hurt was kill- aware however. of 4he early ap. cities were called to keep the conJudges:
it has been, also to the good people
1 proach of the northbound City of flagrations under control. Approxi•
ed during World War II.
plus
BERTIS J. PIGUE
of this section whose generous res-; New Orleans. which arrived at mately 500 workmen from the rail,
LULU BELLE and SCOTTY
G. J. McDADE
oonse to our workers solicitation.
i Mrs. O. E. StanleY of Memohis is Rives on schedule but because of road were put into immediate am
made all this possible.
J. G. EARLE
;the guest of her sister. Mrs. M. C. the wreck switched to a siding and tion to clear the 0:reckage of the
We also wish to express ou
'22 .cars and two engines that fig Payne on Second street.
iI returned to Memphis.
thanks to the gentlemen who mad •
More . information learned from aired in the accident.
the final tabulation of votes. Their
. As a charitable dusk settled on
Mrs. I.. O. Bradford and grand-lrailroad employees revealed that , the Rives//14-communitv to partiallY
promptness and efficiencey was
word had been received from ,
no
I
reHarris
have
Eugene
daughter,
greatly appreciated by the many
obliterate !the gruesome story of
turned from a visit to the latter's , the northbound freight two hours , death and destruction that t ho
fathers, mothers and admirers who
I proceding the accident:
Louisville.
in
Harris
father,
Dick
were
waiting
ieith
wreckage told, cresote polo;
snarled
great expectancy
Hugs Bunny Cartoon
I As in a ceal mining town at the around the station' burned as a syinto learn the mames of the winners.
An urgent appeal from the ViaThey were Chief McDade, Bertes i erans Administration for men and' The interests of childrood. and'firm of a inine explosion there waa. bol of light-and courage to the ramSUN. - MON. - TUE.
Pigue and John Earle.
: g reat concern in hundreds of Ful- : ilies and friends of Diose _who 10,4
.1women employees is reprinted here- -youth are the interests of mankind.:fon
homes. That gnawing fear that j their lives in the service of Arnert—Janes.
The final vote of all the little iwith:
___ —It might have been us," was pre- I can transportation.
TARZAN at HIS HST!
anes who remained in the race unThe Veterans Administration is
valent even with the outstanding
til the finish will be found on an- badly in need of nurses and ho-,safet • reco d of the Illinois Cen•
Approximately 1,000'acres of Ka'
other page in tOday's issue.
. pital attendants. It would be ap
tral
Railroad, which has placed a 31 fescue 1i-ere seeded in Balla::d
If you have not already picked up preciated-if Ku would give the folmong the top three in safety ree I cowl'•
- spring,
lowing
announcements feature,' .
publicity in Your newspaper:
AUTO GLASS in.strilled. Fulton •••••;•;•••.....;
- .;.;.;
.....
- 4:4.1.4................•-••
—*****4•4.40.•••
••
Paint end Glass Co., 210 Church. t
"Attention all graduate and reg4
istered Nurses—Billings Veterifis
IT
Administration Hospital at Fort WANTED—By active. elderly wom- +
,JOHNN Y WEISSMUL
LER
livinr4 alone a companion and
Benjamin Harricon, Indiana. needs
housekeeper.
Modern
countr
Nurses. The beginning salary is $220
Comedy, Cartoon and Fox News
hune:'
Gocd pay. References re- t
•)or month for a 49-hour week. There
quired. Write P. O. Box 8, Clin- "+"
are many employees' benefits inton, Ky.
' luding automatic salary increases,
,s:tbsistence and quarters if desired
SHEETS, Carbon paper.
SECOND
at nominal ccst. free laundering of
sales books, receipt books, ma- +
uniforrns. canteen privileges. free
nila folders. index cards, mimmovies and extensive social club acograph paper. business cards.
tivities. Interested nurses are urged
You needn't be at a loss as to what to give the
binders,
etc. Fulton County News. !
to get in touch with the Personnel
Office by mail. phone or in person
"head of the houSe- - - - weLve ideal Father's
and secure Jun details. Remember FOR SALE: Old papers. 5c per bun- '
the name:'Billings Veterans Addle of 20. The Fulton News.
NEELY

['FULTON
agne&I

ANNIVER5ARY

VILLAGE BARN
DANCE

VA ISSUES CALL
FOR EMPLOYEES

CLASSIFIED

athers Day.

PITTSBURGH

8[M PHOOI

SUNDAY, JUNE 20th

HOUSE
PAINT

Day Gifts!

Help Dad to Keep cool the modern nay,
Cartoon and Fox News

A ti D
OTECTS
TIFIES•
PRBEAU

ORPHEUM

ADD REFRESHMENT
TO YOUR LUNCHTIME

ith this

EL.ECTRIC FAN.
Choose from our large stock of EMERViN,
WESTINGHOUSE, and ESKLMO fans .

.

%4ide range of styles and prices.

FULTON, KY.
TONIGHT and TOMORROW

Chairs for Comfort - - Lounge Chair with
Ottoman
39.95 up
Platform Rocker $45. up

JOHNNY MACK BROWN
RAYMOND HATTON
in

GUN TALK
Serial and Comedy
SUN. - MON.

L:etint•
DESK LAMPS - - - Fluorescent styles
10.95 up
Incandescent styles
4.95 up

Use Pittsburgh Sun.Proof TwoCoat House Paint. Priming coat
seals thoroughly, Finishing coat
lasts indefinitely. Stays
tough and elastic.

OTHER GIFT SUGGESTIONS ...
A Portable Radio
Motorola -- Zenith -- RCA -- Phiko -- Emerson
Priced from $19.95 up

WALL/410E-

Cartoon
TU.E.- -.
- WED. - THUR.
Double Feature
I JOHN CALVERT
ROCHELLE HUDSON

coat oil base rot
Wall Paint.

0n+

FLORWAS-Floor Encnnel for tnterior or exterior floors.
WA

SCHICK ELECTRIC RAZORS
$15.00 anti $18.00
SUNBEAM ELECTRIC RAZOAS
$22.9,5

AM--

drying Ea-must
tor interior or •storior.

Quick

DEVIL'S CARGO
plus
SIINLDDLPH SCOTT
la

lAST Of THE
MOHICANS

C...•

tedoy for nil booklet.
Dyn••••len tor yew 14.•••••

FULTON PAINT 4S, GLASS
CO.
210 CHURCH ST.

SOTTLIE UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
3941), Ws Coco-Cola Company

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Plain Street

Phone 201
4111+4110•••••••••••••••••••••••••

